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ABSTRACT:     This  paper gives a   detailed mathematical development of 
a  linear,   spherical wave theory  for  the  reflection of underwater 
explosion shock waves  from plane bottoms of either   fluid  or rigid 
materials.     The Laplace transform method of L.  Cagniard   is  used  to 
obtain  integral  solutions  for  the  pressure which can be evaluated 
numerically. 

The  paper begins with  linear equations of motion and proceeds 
in steps  through the derivation of the wave equations and   finally 
to solutions  of the wave equations.     Two methods of integrating  the 
integral solution are discussed.    First,  the real part of the integral 
is separated   from the imaginary part to allow integration using 
real arithmetic.     Second,  a method of integration using complex 
arithmetic  is  described.    To aid  the  readers'   understanding  of the 
problem many  important details are  included  in both the  text and 
the appendices. 
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r residue of singularity of    P' 
at infinity 
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Ba   -  «»(cp   -  i»,)(al
a   -  «J

a)l/a(|a.a   -  oB
a|)i/a 

Ä » IB [c;a/2  -  cra   - r,]a 

B  -  «   (cf3  + «Ba)(a1
a   + Wa)l/a(oaa   - Wa)l/a 

k ■ l/Cg- reciprocal of Stonley wave 
propagation velocity 

K reflection coefficient for real 
QTJ   and »4   and imaginary or« 

K reflection coefficient for real 
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K reflection coefficient  for 
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Rik'  R-ik Stonley pole residues 
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,»   _  a a 

a  -  T  a  -   (ka   - ex"*  co8aXj ■ in 
f - 4  T-  gj-cos^im 
♦ i   » - arcsin [2oa   "  0l    ' ^1 a  limit  of integration  for 

" *- 0i   - Mm     J T < c»     Rn\ and cj  > c4   > d 
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General Notation 

i A contribution to . P_  from the Stonley 
m pole resides 

NOTATION USED ONLY IN CHAPTER  III 

0 displacement potential in water 

ur radial component of displacement 

uz vertical component of displacement 

X' Lamp's elastic constant of normal 
stress 

i* Lamia's elastic constant of shearing 
stress 

T99 component of stress normal to water- 
bottom interface zz 

T component of stress tangent to 
water-bottom interface 

t«U potentials used to express 
displacement and stress in a rigid 
bottom. 

I potential related to U by 
u - - a?/ar 

Ji (Xr) Bessel function of the  first kind 
and of order one 

Ja(Xr) Bessel function of the  first kind 
and of order two 

NOTATION USED IN CHAPTER V 

X - Re(u) 
y ■ Im(u) 

yj lower  limit  of integration de'ined 
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yt upper limit  of integration defined 
in paragraph  5-1 

wi   - Cci"a  +  (x + iyj)8]1^* lower limit  of integration 

*%   - [ci "*   +  (x + iya)*]1 upper  limit  of integration 
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LINEAR THEORY OF BOTTOM REFLECTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The reflection of underwater explosion shock waves from the 

bottom of the sea is an interesting, but difficult problem.  The 

mathematical model used today employs the acoustic approximation, 

namely the assumption of small amplitudes and a constant propagation 

velocity. This approximation permits the use of the linear (acoustic) 

wave equation which has implicit solutions.  Certainly, shock waves 

from explosions are high amplitude (non-linear) waves, and a strict 

treatment requires an entirely different approach. 

The accuracy of the acoustic approximation can, however, be 

improved somewhat by replacing the sonic velocity of the media wich 

a correspondingly higher velocity which accounts for the increase 

of the actual propagation velocity with pressure.  In the same way 

the decrease of the pressure with distance can be calculated for a 

non-linear rather than acoustic wave.  Although these linearizations 

used with the acoustic method are crude approximations for high 

pressures, much can be learned about the salient features of the 

reflection process. 

The calculation of the reflection of a plane, exponential wave 

from a homogeneous, plane bottom is relatively simple (Arons and 

Yennie [l]) . Since this treatment has shortcomings, such as the pre- 

diction of an infintely long precursor wave, solutions for spherical waves 

have become of interest. The introduction of spherical waves considerably 
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complicates the problem.     Even the highly simplified  problem of the 

reflection of a  solitary spherical,   acoustic wave  has a very involved 

solution. 

One  of the best treatments of the  spherical wave is given by 

J.  H.  Rosenbaum [2].    In his Naval Ordnance Laboratory report 

Rosenbaum uses the method  of L.  Cagnlard  [3]   to obtain integral 

solutions which are  suitable   for numerical calculations.    Rosenbaum1s 

report  is concise and accurate,  but is not very explicity written. 

It leaves the reader,  especially a  beginner   in the   field,  with many 

unansvered questions.    The paper is also out of print and not 

generally available. 

The present paper has been written  for  the benefit of the 

practical user who needs a good understanding of the methods 

involved  in the derivation of these equations to  intelligently use 

and manipulate  them and be able to attack more complicated problems. 

The  li;.e of attack used  in this paper  is close to that of 

Rosenbaum,  but many details omitted by him are  included here. 

Rosenbaum's notation is used,   whenever  practical,   to allow comparison 

with his  paper.    Additional equations are derived,   and a brief 

discussion is given on the use  of complex computer arithmetic in 

evaluating the  integral solution. 
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CHAPTER I 

SOLUTION OF THE LIQUID  BOTTOM WAVE EQUATION 

The purpose  of this Chapter  is to develop from basic hydrody- 

namic  principles the acoustic wave equation in a  fluid and obtain, 

using the method of Cagniard,   an   integral solution  for the pressure 

from an underwater explosion over a  liquid bottom. 

1-1.     GEOMETRY AND HYDRODYNAMIC  RELATIONS 

It is assumed that a  spherical acoustic wave propagating through 

a la^er of homogeneous fluid  (water)   of thickness D interacts with a 

bottom consisting of the  lower half space of either homogeneous,  non- 

viscous fluid or homogeneous,   Isotropie,  and perfectly elastic solid. 

Because of the axial symmetry,  a cylindrical-polar coordinate  system 

is chosen with the source of the wave at the origin  (r,z,0)   ■  (0,0,0). 

Being rotationally symmetric,   the  problem is independent of the polar 

angle  0,    The  task is to find the  pressure at a receiver with coordi- 

nates   (r,z)   as  shown in Figure  1-1.1.     The source is at a distance h 

above  the bottom and emits a   free-water   (direct)   pressure pulse given 

by 

P, = 0 for  TiR/ci 
d (1-1.1) 

Pd  = F(T  - R/ci)/R for  T>R/ci 

The time  t   is measured  from the  instant of explosion  T  =  o.    The slant 

distance   from source  to receiver  is R =   (ra  + z2)     a,   and  the  sound 

velocity in the water  is ci . 
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The  simplest case,   that   for a  liquid bottom,  will be treated 

first.    The more complicated  equations  for  a bottom with shear 

strength   (rigid bottom)   will be derived  later  in Chapter III. 

We assume that  the water and the  liquid bottom are ideal   fluids 

in the sense that effects of viscosity and heat conduction may be 

neglected.    We also assume  that the waves are of  small amplitude, 

that is,   acoustic waves. 

The equation of motion of a  ideal,   homogeneous  fluid not affected 

by any external  forces  is then 

||*+  (v.V)  V=  - ^ v P, (1-1.2) 

where P is the excess  pressure,   v is the  particle velocity vector, 

and  p   is  the density of the   fluid.    For  irrotational  flow the  particle 

velocity v can be expressed by v = -V«P»  where  <p is the scalar velocity 

potential.    Equation   (1-1.2)   can then be written 

" h  ^v)   + I ^ ^  =  - ^    ^p- (1-1.3) 

Space and time differentiation are interchangeable and the 

above equation can therefore be integrated with respect to the space 

variables. This gives the Bernoulli Equation which in the absence 

of external forces reads 

| + i v» - f* . (1-1.4) 

4 
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where we have assumed that the changes of p relative to its initial 

value po are insignificant. We also have assumed that the fluid at 

infinity  is at  rest and has zero excess pressure. 

In the acoustic approximation the  particle velocity v  is  small 

compared to the  sound velocity c.     Since the term P/p   is of the order 

of magnitude vc,   the  terra v8/2  is  small compared to P/p   and may be 

omitted to give  the equation  for  the pressure 

P » p OdT   ' (1-1.5) 

The equation of continuity  for  ideal   fluids is 

I*. + pev-v - 0   , (1-1.6) 

where we have again assumed that  the changes of p  relative  to its 

initial value  p0  are  insignificant.     Further we neglect  all dissipative 

processes.    This means an element  of  fluid cannot exchange heat with 

its neighbors and  that no energy dissipation occurs.    Hence changes 

in the physical state of the element  take  place at constant entropy, 

and we write 

8P       /dp\     d£ (1-1.7) 

where S denotes changes at the constant entropy of the  undisturbed 

fluid.    The expression v(dP/dpL     is  called the sound velocity 

and  is denoted by c.    In the acoustic approximation changes of c 

relative to the initial value c    are  ignored. o 
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Combining equations   (1-1.6) and  (1-1.7) ,  we  obtain 

-•.*-».5jr|? t1"1-8» 

Substituting v and P in terms of the velocity potential yields the 

acoustic wave equation: 

V" » " cj' £*   • (1-1-9> 

We now seek solutions  of the acoustic wave equation which,  with 

the aid of the Bernoulli Equation  (equation   (1-1.5)),   can be  used 

to construct the pressure-time history of a   low amplitude underwater 

explosion shock wave. 

1-2     WAVE EQUATIONS  FOR WATER AND BOTTOM,   BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

It has been assumed that the motion in the water and  in the bottom 

can be represented by velocity potentials  tr    and 9  ,   the  subscripts 1 

and a  will be used generally to denote,   respectively,  quantities of 

the water and of the bottom.    In cylindrical coordinates 7    and cp 

satisfy wave equations as   follows; 

inth.wat.r        |>    + i ||W ^ . ^ £?- (1-2.1) 

in th. bottom     |^    + i »St + £}t . -i, |!j». , (X.2.2) 

where ci   is the  sound velocity  in the wa'-.er and c8   is the  sound 

velocity in the liquid bottom.    The particle velocities are then 
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vi   =  -V  c^   »   i  ■ li   2. (1-2.3) 

To comply with the  physical  picture  of our problem,   the 

following boundary conditions must be  imposed: 

1(a). At the surface of the water, z = (D - h), the excess 

pressure Pi must vanish since we consider the water-air interface 

to be a   free  surface. 

2(a) ,     Near  the  source of the  explosion the effects  of the 

surface and the bottom do not contribute.    The pressure  is then that 

of the direct wave P, given by equation  (1-1.1)  as R approaches zero. 

3(a) .     At the bottom-water  interface pressure and normal velocity 

must change continuously  from one medium to the other.    This  requires 

Pj   ■ Pg  and  acpx/öz = d«? /Sz  for  z = h.     Hence differentiating with 

respect to time,  we have 

1_ i£i      L_ iPa. 
p     dz ' = p     hz    ' (1-2.4) 

i a 

4(a) .  The disturbance must vanish for z - • so that Pa approaches 

zero as z goes to infinity. 

1-3  LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION 

To solve the wave equations we use the Laplace transformation 

method.  The Laplace transform f(r,z,s) with respect to time T of 

any function f(r,z,T) is defined 

m 

f(r,z,8) =     f(r,z,T) exp (-ST) dT ,       (1-3.1) 
' o 

8 
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where  s is real and  is the transform variable replacing the time 

T. 

Taking the transforms of equations  (1-2.1)   and  (1-2.2)   and noting 

that F(T - R/ci)   is zero  for T  * R/ci ,  we get 

a^tp.     , a«p.     d'cu sa     - 

1 

Similarly the transform of the pressure P. ■ p. (ö^/öT) is 

Pi = «Pi ?!« i » 1. 2. (1-3.3) 

Substitution of equation (1-3.3) into equation (1-3.2) yields 

a^p,     , ap,     a3?. 
i      1      i 

or a— + r tur + ^-t^i'0'1'1'2- (1-3-4) 

The transformed boundary conditions are as   follows: 

1(b)     At z = -(D   -  h) ,   the water  surface, we have P^ ■ 0. 

2(b)     Near  the origin Pi   approaches P, = exp (-sR/ci)   F(s)/R, 

where F(s)   denotes the Laplace transform of F(T). 

3(b)    At z « hi   the bottom-water  interface, we have Pi   ■ P»  and 

(apj/^z)/?   = (apa/a?)/p . 
1 8 

4(b)  As z tends to infinity Pt becomes zero. 

1-4  SOLUTION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORMED WAVE EQUATIONS 

Subject to the boundary conditions imposed on P. above, the 

wave equation (1-3.2) can be solved by the method of separation of 

variables. Assuming a solution 
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Pi(r.z.s)   = Ri(r)   Zi(z). (1-4.1) 

equation   (1-3,2)   can then be written 

_i  + i_i.= s_    _ ^ {1_4  2) 
«.        r K.       c.s       2, u ^'^^ 

x 1X1 

At  present   s  is considered  a   constant.     Since  the  terms  on the  left 

are   functions  of r  only and   those  on the  right  are   functions of z 

only,  we  can have  equality  only   if each  is equal  to a  constant 

independent  of r  and  z.    Let  the  constantbe -X-.     We  then have two 

sets of ordinary differential eauations: 

rP^  + R'   +   XarR.   =  0 (1-4.3) 

ZV   "   (-T-a   +  xa)   z<   "  0- (1-4.4) x ci i 

Equation   (1-4.3)   is Bessel   s differential  equation  of  order   zero. 

It has  the  solution R.   = q.Jo(^r)  which  is  finite  at   r  =  0.    The 

Bessel   function Ko(Ar)   is  also a   solution of equation   (1-4.3),   but 

this   function  is   infinite  at  r  = 0.     The   function J©   is  the Bessel 

function  of  the   first kind  and  of order  zero.     For  our  purposes 

Jo(Xr'   IJ best  defined by   the   following  integral  representation 

(Dix  , 0) : 

Jo(Xr)   ■ R«  1 ^   !       exp   M Xr  cos  w)   dwj.* (1-4.5) 

♦Throughout   this  paper  Im and Re denote  respectively  the   imaginary and 

the  real   parts  of a  complex  variable   or   function. 

10 
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Equation   (1-4.4)  has solutions 

Zi -  fi •XPL<fp  + X^       ZJ + ^i •«P L-(^  +  X  >       «J-#h-4.6) 

The constants  f. ,   g. ,  and q.  are to be determined  front the initial 

conditions. 

The "eigenvalue"   X can take on values  from zero to infinity. 

Since equation  (1-3.4)   is linear,   P.(r,z,s)  may be written as a 

continuous superposition of the product R.z.   in the  form of a 

Fourier-Bessel integral as  follows: 

i/a 
P.U.z.s)   - J {ai(X)  exp [(5-a  + Xa)       zj 

o i 

r0
a o ^ -n 

+ b. (X)   exp j-(?-8   f Xa)       z'f Jo(Xr)XdX (1-4.7) i .     ci 

This  is a general  solution of the  transforned wave equation for 

cylindrical symmetry.    To apply this solution to the problem of bottom 

reflections,   a. (X)   and b.(X)  must be determined so that the boundary 

conditions are  satisfied. 

The above general solution P.   does not satisfy the boundary 

condition 2(b)   pertaining to the wave  source.    Hence,   the  solution 

is incomplste   for the water layer.    The expression Pi   can be 

interpreted as that part of the wave which results  from the bottom 

reflection but does not include the direct wave.    The  complete 

i/s r 
♦♦Throughout  this paper the symbols   (   )       and V 

stated otherwise,   the positive square  root. 

denote,  unless 

11 
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__ 
solution  in the water is the  sum of Px   above and  the  transform 

of the direct wave  P, which  satisfies the wave equation   (1-3.4)  and 

the source condition 2(b) . 

An examination of the boundary condition 4(b)   which refers to 

the  signal strength at  infinity shows that the coefficient aa(M 

must be  zero for   the wave  in the bottom. 

Abbreviating 

Ri  "   <8aci"a   +  X   ) (1-4.8) 

the complete  solution in the water  is 

OB 

P,   = j   {ax U)   expfBjz)   +bi(X)   exp(-Pl z)} Jo (Xr)   XdX  +^,(1-4.9) 

and  the  bottom solution is 

Fa   =J   {baU)   exp(-ß8z)} Jo(Xr)   XdX. (1-4.10) 

To obtain a   solution of the bottom reflection problem an 

appropriate expression  for the transformed source  P, must be  introduced. 

A convenient   form of the  source  is  that  of a  spherical step wave 

because  by means  of the convolution  integral,   explained   in Appendix D, 

solutions   for  any  other wave   form can be  obtained.    The  subscript A 

will be   used when reference  to the  step wave  response   is  made.    We 

choose  the wave   form P.   defined by 

PA  = R H(T   " R/Cx)' (1-4.11) 

12 
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where H(T - R/ci)   is the Heaviside unit  step  function defined 

H(T - R/cj)   = 0  for  T  s R/CJ   and H(T - R/ci)   - 1 for T > R/CJ .    The 

expression R/ci   is the arrival time of the direct wave.    The Laplace 

transform of the  step source is 

PA  = ^ exp(-sR/ci)    . (1-4.12) 

Sommerfeld has derived the  following identity for the transformed 

step wave: 

m 

^ exp  (-sR/cj)   -jj    Jo(^r)   exp  (-Pijz])  ^- dX  .*(1-4.13) 
o 

This expression can be combined with the  first  integral of equation 

(1-4.9).    The complete  solution for the step wave and its reflection 

in the water is then 

CO 

A^r^z.s)   =   j     {a! (X)   exp(ßiz)   + bi (X)   exp  (-0! z)} Jo (Xr) XdX 
o 

CB 

+ ^ J    JoUr)  exp (-ßjzl)   ^    . (1-4.14) 
o 

In the bottom the  solution is 

00 

Ä8(r,z,s)   =   !     {ba(X)   exp  (-0«z)} Jo Ur)   XdX   . (1-4.15) 

*A  good derivation of this expansion  is given by Ewing,  Jardetzky, 

and Press [5]. 

13 
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The boundary condition 1(b)   at the surface z = -(D - h)   requires 

that Pj (r,z,s)   = 0 at z = -(D  - h)   and hence 

en   exp [-ß! (D - h)] + bi   exp [pi (D - h) ] 

+ j^-    exp [-0! (D - h)] = 0. (1-4.16) 

At the bottom-water interface z = h the boundary conditions 3(b) 

require Pi   ■ Pa  and   (ftPi/az)/p     =   {Z?a/bz)/p    and hence 
1 8 

ax   exp  (ßjh)   + bi   exp  (-ßih)   + j~ exp  (-0ih)   = bs   exp  {-Bah) 

(1-4.17) 

and 

^ [a,   exp  (ßxh)   - bi   exp  (-0jh)   - |~ exp (-Pih)] = ^ba   exp(-0ah). 

(1-4.18) 

Solution of these three simultaneous equations yields 

_lf K  [exp  (-2^h)   - exp   (-23tD)3) 
a»        3xs  I 1  + K exp  (-20XD) J (1-4.19) 

- exp  [-201 (D  - h) ]   Jl  ->- K exp  (-20ih)\ 
^   =   Pji         ll  + K  exp  (-20xD)J (1-4.20) 

b,   =   ik* K)     /exp Ch(0.   -  0!)]   - exp [h(0,   4- 0a)   -  20^]]   , 
^ 01 s I- 1  + K exp(-20lD) / 

(1-4.21) 

where  the ratio of the density of the water to the density of the 

14 
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bottom is abbreviated by 

b =  p /p (1-4.22) 
1        8 

and K is given by 

K = [(ßi/ßa)   - b]/[(ßi/ef)   + bj . (1-4.23) 

In later discussion   (Appendix E)   we will show that K can be  interpreted 

as the plane wave reflection coefficient. 

The  solutions Aj (r,z,s)   and Aa(r,z,s)   can now be written: 

In the water 

5l   . jVi. Jo(Xr)x   {K[.xp1-2p1h,KVxXp((-^13.xP^.,) 
0 

. exp [-2gi (D - h)][l ■»• K exp  (-23^) 1 exp  (-0! z) 
1 + K exp (-20!^ (1-4.24) 

+ exp (-ßj Izl)]- dX  , 

and in the bottom 

^ • J* rr Jo(xr)x {(i + v)r^p[h(ßa - ßi)] - gxBÜiigi * e^ - ZB^DII Jo ßxs        L     'L 1 + K exp(-2ßiD)        ^J 

exp(-ßaz)} dX . (1-4.25) 

These are the solutions of the transformed wave equation which 

satisfy the boundary conditions of our bottom reflection problem for 

a step wave source. 
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1-5.  PEKERIS RAY EXPANSION 

Since we are primarily concerned with the solution in the water 

we now restrict the discussion to Ki   only.  After some rearranging, 

equation (1-4.24) may be written 

OD 

Äj = J |~ Jo(Xr)X {exp (-0, |z|) -exp(ßjz) (1-5.1) 
o 

+ (exp (Biz) - exp [-ß, (2D - 2h + z) ]) 

Ll + K exp (-2ßiD) JJ aK   * 

Note that the term in brackets is the only term containing K.  This 

expression can be expanded in a Taylor series about K exp {-2BiD)   = 0. 

Since |K exp (-2&iD) \<1,   this series is uniformly convergent. We 

obtain the following expansion for At (T,Z,S)   in powers of K: 

(1-5.2) 
es 

^ " s J  Jo(Xr) **lx   {K0 [exP (-0ilzl)- exP (-BiC2D - 2h + z])] 
o 

+ Kl[exp (-0, [2h - z]) - exp (-0! [2D - z]) + exp (-0i [40 - 2h + z]) 

- exp (-0a [2D + z])] + Ka[- exp (-0i [2D + 2h - z]) 

+ exp (-0! [4D - z] - exp (-0! [6D - 2h + z]) 

+ exp (-0X [4D + z])]+...]■ dX . 

16 
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Since this series is uniformly convergent« it can be integrated term 

by term. The above "ray expansion" is credited to Bromwich [6] 

and is used by Pekeris [7], The K0 terms contain the direct wave 

and the negative surface reflection. For each exponent n of K , nil, 

there are four terms which can be represented by four separate rays, 

denoted by m = 1, 2,   3,   4. These rays will be explained in more 

detail below.  Physically, n denotes the number of times the ray 

has been reflected from the bottom. 

1-6.  IMAGE SOURCES 

Each term in the above series expansion can be visualized as the 

signal from an image source located at (0,  d ) , where d is the n m        n m 

height between the gauge and the image source (n, m) as shown in 

Figure 1-6.1.  Each term in equation (1-5.2) can be written 

(_l)n + "V1 exp (-0i  d ). To find the path of multiple reflections n m 

we can make use of the images and the "images of the images" with 

respect to the surface or the bottom as shown in Figure 1-6.1. We 

must remember that this method of images is based on the requirement 

that the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. 

From equation (1-5.2) we can derive the following formulae for 

the four values of d  for a given nil: n m 

d  » 2(n - 1)D + 2h - z (1-6.1) 
n i 

d = 2n D - z (1-6.2) 
n a 

d = 2(n + 1)D - 2h + z (1-6.3) 
n a 

d  = 2n D + z . (1-6.4) 
n 4 

17 
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IMAGE 

IMAGE SURFACE 2 

FIG. 1-6.1 REFLECTED RAYS AND IMAGES 

The wave trains from the source to the gauge 
propagate along the rays shown as solid lines. To an 
observer at the gauge the trains seem to emerge from 
the various images.  For instance, the wave train S-B 
appears to originate at IMAGE (1,2). 

The location of IMAGE (1,2) can be determined by 
constructing the IMAGE SURFACE 1 which is the water 
surface mirrored in the bottom interface.  IMAGE (1,2) 
is then IMAGE (1,1) mirrored in the IMAGE SURFACE 1, 
and IMAGE (1*1) is in turn the source mirrored in the 
bottom inter face. 

18 
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For n = 0 the surface reflection and the direct wave are denoted 

respectively by m = 1 and m = 2. The equations above then reduce 

to the following: 

d  = 2D - 2h + z (1-6.5) 
o i 

d  = |z| . (1-6.6) 
0 s 

The significance of the four values of m becomes evident if we 

use the following notation (Rosenbaum [8]).  Let B represent a 

reflection from the bottom and S represent a reflection from the 

surface.  Then, for n = 1, we have the following reflections for 

m = 1, 2,   3. and 4 respectively: B, S - B, S - B - S, and B - S. 

Similarly, for n = 2, there are the following reflections for 

m = 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively: B-S-B, S-B-S-B, S-B- 

S - B - S, and B - S - B - S. 

It is interesting to note that for a given value of n^l the four 

values of m represent the combinations of alternately S and B 

which contain the letter B repeated n times. 

IS 
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1-7.  INTRODUCTION OF AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE BESSEL 
FUNCTION Jo(Xr) 

Each term in equation (1-5.2) is the Laplace-transformed step 

wave pressure response resulting from image source (n,m).  For 

nal we denote these transformed pressures by P . The total 
n m 

transformed pressure in the water is then 

4        * 
Ä1(r#2.s) -P + P+    y        V   JP  '     (1-7.1) 

m=5l ,2,,,,   n=l, 2, ... 

where    P    and    P    represent respectively the surface reflection and 
ox o  a 

the direct wave terms.    The general expression for    P    is then n m 
obtained  from equation (1-5.2): 

OB 

F    =   (-l)n+m f  !     Jo(Xr)   ßj-^K11 exp  {-^d)dk   . (1-7.2) 
o 

The Bessel function Jo(^r) may be written as the following 

integral: 

Jo(Xr) - R« |. I   exp (-iXr cos w) dw I .    (1-7.3) 
0 

Substitution of this integral for J© Ur) in equation (1-7.2) yields 

00 TT /*? 

nPm - (-l)
n+m i J {Re [I J  exp(-iXr cos w)dw] 

0 o 

PJ-^K" exp (-ßlndm)}dX. (1-7.4) 
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Making  the  change  of variable  su «  X with u real and  interchanging 

the   order  of  integration .       P    may be written 

TT/2     * 
P     =   (-1) Re  i—   I uoi        K n m LTT  j J * 

o o 

exp I -s(Qr1     d    + iur cos w) 'du dwf     ,     (1-7.5) ^ n m _' J 

i/a 
where       ax   =   (ua   + Ci~a) (1-7.6) 

i/a 
<*a   =   {ua   + c8-

a) (1-7.7) 

K =   (ax    -  bcva)/^!   + bag)    . (1-7.8) 

Although u will be later treated as a complex variable, u is real in 

the above integrals because both s and \ are real.  This means 

the integration above is performed along the real axis of the complex 

u - plane. To carry out the integration the path will later be 

changed to pass over complex u. 

1-8.  THE CHANGE OF VARIABLES (U,T) 

In equation (1-7.5) the term in brackets suggests the change 

in variables at constant w defined by 

T  = ai     d    + iur cos w . (1-8.1) n m 

The integral of equation (1-7.5) then becomes 

21 
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h'<-»™*'{$-r n m 

a 

[ J     i     uai"1 Kn (^T)  ^XP (-8T) ^ dw}    • t1"8-2) d   * dÄ v   /w n m 

In the second integral the  formal change of variables  (U,T) 

leads to an integration path in the  first quadrant of the complex 

T  - plane.    However,   it  is shown in Appendix C that  the path of 

integration can be shifted back to the real axis of the  T - plane. 

That is,   the  integration is performed  for real values of T.    This 

variable  T,  defined by equation   (1-8.1),   is  shown in Appendix F 

to be equivalent to the time  t when    P    is evaluated  for n = 0, ^ n m 
that is,   for  the direct wave and  surface reflection. 

1-9.     THE  INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF  nPm 

A change of the order  of integration in the above   equation is 

permissible and yields 

P    -  (-l)n+m Re ß f n m ITT J     _i    - 
Cl     ndm 

[ j"      uoj-1   Kn  r|^j    dw] exp  (-ST)   dx}     . (1-9.1) 

This integral may be interpreted  as the Laplace transform of a   function 

with the  following properties: 

p    « 0   ,   T < ci "1   d n m *     n m 

nPm .   (-1)"- Re{| f/2  »„-«   K»  (|H)w dw}   ,   T   .  c-^V   (1-9.2, 

22 
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It  is  shown in Appendix B that the  press., P    P    is also zero 

for  T <r    6m where Ci"1  dm *    bm  * ci'1^*.    The    agnitude  „6^ is the nm nmnm nm * ntn 
earliest arrival time of waves   (n,in)   reaching the receiver  and is 

discussed  in detail» along with other characteristic times of the 

pressure response(   in Appendix B.    Therefore,  the above expression 

for    P    is the desired  solution of our  problem.    The change of 

variable   (U,T)   and  the  interpretation of equation  (1-9.1)   as a 

Laplace   transform is the vital  step of Cagniard's analysis which makes 

trivial the  inversion of the Laplace  transform    P    and eliminates n m 
the integration to infinity. 

In the   following paragraph a   further  change of variable  is made 

which simplifies the  integral   (1-9.2)   and  its interpretation. 

1-10.     THE CHANGE  OF  VARIABLE   (w,u) 

A change of varirble  from w to u at constant  T yields  for 

T   ^     6 n m 

nPin  =   (-l)n4,n  R«.   i^   | ua,-   K"   |^|     f^i     chlK (1-10.1) 

where Ul     "   nC    T"1    Tr   +   ndn.    ^^    '   C» "'n^   ^    "]    ' (1-10.2) nmu nm nm J 

i/a 
and R    =   (r3   +    d*   ) n m n m 

Prom equation  (1-8.1)  we can write (1-10 4) 

/|A    =   (ir cos w f l-S-Sl)/(iur  sin w)   = [fej     (iur  sin w) ] '   . 

23 
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From equation (1-8.1) we also obtain 

V*  r a a  ,     . .a-iV» sin w = (1 - cosa w)   ■ fu'r* +  (-r - ^     d )a]  /ur .  (1-10.5) L n m  J 

Hence for T i  6 
n m 

P = (-l)nJha  Re &- f  u^-1 Kn (1-10.6) 
n m wi j 

b'1'+ IT -nd»,<")'r/',3u} • 

1-11.     ELIMINATION OF THE OPERATOR Re 

The above expression for    P    can be  further simplified by 

eliminating the  operator Re which can be accomplished as  follows; 

Any complex quantity W has a real part given by 

Re(W)   »   (W + wr)/2   , (1-11.1) 

where the tilde denotes the complex conjugate. Let P be 

denoted by 

P - Re    f(u) du. (1-11.2) n m     JUx 

We can then write 

>»• i    .ua 
«pn,  ' 7  f '9   f<u)   du  + i  I        f(u)   du   , (1-11.3) 
n m      2 Juj 2 Jul 
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where the tilde over the integral denotes the complex conjugate.  In 

general, the complex conjugate of an integral can be written as 

follows: 

rua -us /—-» 
J   f(u) du = J_  f(u) du . (1-11.4) 

But for the present case each expression in f(u) is composed of sums, 

products, quotients, and powers of polynomial functions of u and u • 

Each component function g(u) of f(u) satisfies the relations 

g{u) = w + iv (1-11.5) 

g(u) = w - iv , (1-11.6) 

where w and v denote  respectively the  real and   imaginary parts  of 

g(u) .    But   f(u)   also has the  constant   factor  1/i =  -i which does  not 

satisfy equations   (1-11.5)   and   (1-11.6).     Hence we  write   f(u)   in 

the   form 

f(u)   = -i(W + iv)   =  -iW + V   , (1-11.7) 

where W and V denote respectively the real and  imaginary parts  of 

i   f (u) .    The  sum W +  iV satisfies equations   (1-11.5)   and   (1-11.6)   and 

we  obtain 

f(u)   -  -i(W -  iV) (1-11.8) 

25 
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and 

f(u)   =  -i(W -iV)   = iW + V. (1-11.9) 

Equations   (1-11.8)   and   (1-11.9)   yield 

f(u)   =  -   f(u)    . (1-11.10) 

We can then write 

nPm = I r   fM   du  " 1 L    f(^   d^  ' (1-11.11) 

Interchanging the  limits of integration in the  second  integral and 

noting that  u8   - ^ ,  we have 

P    = i  j        f(u)   du + i J        f(u)   du. (1-11.12) 
n ^       2 Ju1 

2 Ju8 

These integrals can be combined into one 

P  - i J,, f(u) du , (1-11.13) 
n m  z     Ui 

sine« the integration variable u in the second integral of (1-11.12) 

can b« replaced by u. Substituting the expanded expression for f(u) 

we have 

P       s    0 T    <       6 n m n m 

(1-11.14) 
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where K = (eri - ba8)/(«i + ba»).  Setting 

,1/8 
y  - [uara + (T - ndm ai)

a] . (1-11.15) 

the step wave response P can be written 

P = 0     T < 6 n m n m 

^„^kf'uJ^au       T.^.      (i-ii.u) 
n?m 

The above expression for    P    is the solution of the wave n m 
equation for the reflection of a  step wave 

-i, PA = H(T  - ci   4R)/R (1-11.17) 

from a liquid bottom. The notation (n.m), introduced in paragraph 

1-5, identifies the number of the reflections from the bottom, n, 

and a particular path m. Solutions for an arbitrary pressure pulse 

can be obtained from the step wave solution by means of the 

convolution integral explained in Appendix D. 

The solution (1-11.14) or (1-11.16) can be evaluated in two ways: 

(a) by analytically separating out the real part as done by Rosenbaum 

and described in Chapter IZ or (b) by a numerical separation of the 

real part as proposed by Sichler and Rattayya [9] and explained in 

Chapter V. 

The integration must be made numerically in either case, and 

the characteristic times explained in Appendix B must be taken into 
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account.     In the  first case  only real variables are  involved  in 

the   final computation.     The  second case requires a computer program 

which uses complex variables such as provided  for FORTRAN IV.     The 

first method takes less computer time although the machine program 

is more complicated.    On the other hand  it will be  seen in Appendix A 

paragraph A-13 that the  expressions  for multiple reflections  from 

rigid bottoms become   so complicated that Eichler and Rattayya's 

proposal becomes almost essential. 

1-12     CONCLUDING  REMARKS 

In the derivation of the  solution    P   ,   Eq.   (1-11.14),  a  number 
n m 

of mathematical details have been bypassed for the sake of a straight- 

forward presentation. These details are described in Appendices B, 

C, D... and the reader interested in a complete picture is urged 

to read these at this point. 

Many of the mathematical operations use complex variables.  For 

the sake of the reader unfamiliar with the theory of complex 

variables a few salient points of the theory are summarized 

in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER  II 

THE LIQUID BOTTOM SOLUTION  IN THE FORM OF  ROSENBAUM 

In this chapter we derive the equations given by Rosenbaum [2] 

for the  step wave pressure response    p    when the bottom is a  fluid. 

General equations for n>l are  not derived  in this paper.    The general 

equations   for a   liquid bottom only are given in Rosenbaum's paper, 

but since  they are complicated and  since corresponding equations 

for a  rigid bottom would be exceedingly complicated,   it  is suggested 

that    P     for higher ordered reflections be calculated by the method n m ^ ' 
explained  in Chapter V. 

We begin with equation  (1-11.14)  which corresponds to equation 

(15)   of Rosenbaum's paper except  for the  factor   (-1) which 

he neglects and  a scale  factor G which he  includes but we  set equal 

to unity.    To simplify the notation we will usually drop the subscript 

n  (except  in    P  ),  and the variables R ,   d  ,   etc.  will be understood ^ n m mm 
to mean    R  ,     d   ,  etc.    Also  6    will be taken to mean    6   .    Even n m    n m n m 
though it may be confusing,  we will continue to use Rosenbaum's 

notation and  let  T    = T/R    and  6    ■  6/R  . m m m m 
2-1.     PRECURSOR  INTEGRAL   (Case  ca   > Ci) 

When T  < Cx "1  R    the limits of integration are  imaginary since 
m     i        V3 

the square  root   (T - d"    R ) is  imaginary.    The branch cuts for 

the square roots oti ,   aa ,   and  \ are made respectively along the 

imaginary axis  from -ici ~1     to ici ~1 ,   -ics"1   to ica-1,  and ui   to T3fi 

as explained  in Appendix A.    The  integration is performed on the 
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Riemann sheet on which the  radicals have positive real parts  for 

positive,  real u.    The  integration is then carried out along the 

imaginary axis  from U}   to Ux   as explained in Appendix B and 

diagrairaned in Figure  2-1.1 below.    It  is also shown in Appendix B 

i In (u) 

,.,-' 1 r 

M h 
'(» 

•  -' 1 lc2     "! f - 

(2) 

'(3) 

V w  - - 

U       1 

(4) 

i*y 

Re(u) 

FIG. 2-1.1    INTEGRATION PATH FOR LIQUID BOTTOM 
-1. 

PRECURSOR (cj > c] AND S<T <ci"Rm) 

that paths (2) and (3) of this figure from -ica"1 to ica~
l  make no 

net contribution to the integral since the square roots »i and aa 

are real along these paths. The pressure P is then the sum of a n m 

contributions from paths (1) and (4) which approach the imaginary 

axis from the right in the limit. The end paths which join the 

vertical paths (1) and (4) to the integration limits uj and uj approach 

zero length, as the vertical paths approach the imaginary axis, and 

do not contribute to the integration. 
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Let P' denote the integrand of P .  Then n m 3 n m 

P    =   I       P    du =   (1) ' P'  du +   (4) P' du   . (2-1.1) n n;       J ,,  n m v     « . ^ -i   n m *., n m 
Ui 1C8 Uj 

Since  the   integrand  is  a   function of us   only,   we  may  replace  -u by 

u.     Then after  interchanging  the  limits  of  integration on path   (1), 

«ica-1 -ica"1 

P    = -   (1) P'  du +   (4) „P'  du   . (2-1.2) nm J~ nm >J~ nm 
Ui Ui 

The labels indicating the paths are retained so that the proper signs 

can be chosen for the square roots. 

The square roots »i and \ are real on paths (1) and (4), but 

ora is imaginary. The imaginary part of ür8 is positive on path (1) 

and negative on path (4).  Since »a is contained in K, 

we must determine the real and imaginary parts of K to evaluate the 

real part of P . F n m 

Since   the algebra  becomes  increasingly complicated,   from this 

point  the derivation will be  specialized  to the case  n =  1.    As will 

be  explained  in Chapter  V,   pressure histories   for  n >  1 can be  more 

readily obtained  using complex arithmetic  to evaluate  equation 

(1-11.14).     It must be  remembered  that  the  n =  1 case  represents 

rays which have been reflected  once   from the  bottom and that  this 

case,   particularly  for  m = 1,   makes the most   significant contributions 

to the  pressure time history. 

The  liquid  bottom reflection coefficient K when Ox   is real and 

positive,   but a9   is  imaginary and  positive, can be written using real 

square  roots as  follows: 
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K   = aj   +  ib   t-(ua   + c,-^jl/ä      * (2-1-3) 

Separating real and  imaginary parts of K,   one obtains 

IB(K) . -2* ^i-^' +ca-')y/'     and 
ox a   - ba (ua   + eg   a) 

(2-1.4) 

Re(K)   - ail  * **   (ua   + CB"!) ReW       al*  - ba   (ua   + C8-a)   * 

The real  part of    P    comes   from Im(K) .    The  imaginary part of 

P    is identically zero since    p     is the  real part of a complex n m ■' n m c 

integral.     (See equation  (1-10.6) .)     Since Im(ars)   is positive  on 

path  (1) ,  but  is negative on path   (4) ,   Im(K)  has opposite  signs on 

the two paths.    All other expressions in the integrand    p' do not 

change in sign from path  (1)   to path   (4) .     Hence nP' also has opposite 

signs on the  two paths,  and the  integrals  of equation   (2-1.2)   can 

be combined  into one  integral.     Equations   (2-1.2)   and   (1-11.16) then 

yield 

P    -   (-l)m i   f ^       ü_l5LiK)   du   . (2-1.5) 
i    m TT   J -w CTj Y 

Making the change of variable  u = ix and substituting Im(K)   from 

above,     P    becomes 
i   m 

,   ..m 4b   rCi" (xa   - ca~
a)1/a  x dx .,  ,   Av 
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where   -y and o^   are expressed as  functions of x and 

After Rosenbaum,  we  introduce the   following notation: 

C08 x
m 

a r2- 8in *» - i-' « - ^"a - xa)1/a' m      R m       R m m 

o  -   (cj-8   - Cj,"3)1/3,   T    = J-,   6     = -- = c»"1   sin *     + a cos  1   , m      R m      R m m m m 

M    = T    cos  i    +   (ci-3  -  T 3)1/3   sin X   , m        m m m m 

N    = T    cos  i    -   (ci-3  - T 3)1/3   sin ^   ,  and 
m   m     ni m tn 

uu » (o + M^)^ + i(a  - M )/2] sin ^ . 

Making the substitutions a, T , a, sin i   ,   and cos I     in m m m 
equation  (2-1.6),  we obtain 

iPin =   (-l)m+1 ^ p   {„(a3   -  w
3) V»   dc«}/^3   + b3(o3   -  u,3)] J 

[(uu3  - ci"3)   sin3   i    + T  3   - 2T     a) cos i    + w3 cos3  i   I1/8}   . L •      - m m m m mJ       J 

(2-1.7) 

Substituting N   #   M   ,   and duu =  [(T(O   - M  )/4]   cos   (TT«/2) df   ,   we   find mm                                           m 

b(a-MJ   *m2     «.(a3-*8) V3   cos V- d* (2-1-8) 

V<-l'm+1 -5-^ J i'm  v'i' R J. l(«»+b'(o»-«,») :i«,»+NmM -«(N +M ) J1/5 ' m I   - mm        mm 
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where we have used N M    ■ T  a   - ci ~a   sin8  I    and N    + M    » 2T    COB X   . tn m m m m m m m 
The  limits of integration must now be determined.    At x = c8 "

1 # 

we have   uu »   (cx ~
a  - ca~

B)l/a  » o.    Since UJ =   (a  + M )/2  + [ (a - M )/2] m m 
sin rrii/2,  we get that sin nif/2 = 1 at  uu » o and hence  * « • 1,    At 

x = ImCTTj )   it is easily shown that w = M  ,  and  consequently that 

Returning to equation  (2-1.8),   it can be  shown using trignometric 

identities that 

„.       (uu - M )x/a     r „.-, 

Thus the  change of variable to if was made so that the factor  (ui - M ) 

of Y could be eliminated,  removing the singularity of y at u = ui 

(or tu > M    and i  .■-!),    Substituting the above expression for 

cos nt/2  and canceling  (a - u))1/a(u> - M )1/8  from numerator and 
ro 

denominator,  we obtain 

P    - 0 (r     < 6  ) i   m mm 

P x   ni 
{-1) R J   .   l(l-bs)«»+o»b»](»-NjV' m -i m 

-i (6m *  Tm * Cl     ) (2-1.10) 

The  above equation is Rosenbaum's  form of    P  (T  )   for  T    < CX ~1 

x   m    m m 
(except  for the  factor  (-l)m      and the scale  factor G).    When 

T    < 6  ,  we have    P  (T )   «0  since the precursor,   the  first arrival, mm j  m    in 
has not yet arrived.    Replacing the terms in equation  (2-1.10) 

resulting  from Im(K)  by corresponding terms from Im(K )  one can 
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obtain Rosenbaum's results  for higher ordered reflections since 

Im(K )  has the  same sign dependence on cr3  as does In(K) . 
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2-2    MAIN WAVE  INTEGRAL   (Case   Ca   > Ci) 

The main wave  Integration is quite similar to the precursor 

integral except that ui   and uj   are  now complex.    The branch cuts 

for ox   and a9  are  the  same as oefore,   but the branch cut  for  y is 

made from ui   in the  fourth quadrant to ui   in the  first quadrant. 

The square root y now has a positive real part left of the cut and 

a negative real part right of the cut.    The initial integration 

path is shown in Figure 2-2.1 as the line U}Au|.   . 

i lm(u) 

Re(u) 

FIG. 2-2.1    PATHS OF INTEGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR 
-1 

T> c1    Rm (LIQUID BOTTOM c2 > c^ 

Since Re('v)   is positive on uiAu1#  but  negative on U|Bui ,  and since 

cr|   and ora   have the  same signs on both  paths,  we can write 
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nP
m   =   7       fc     nPm   dU     ' (2-2.1) n n\      2     j^   n m 

Cauchy's theorem allows  us  to write 

P    = ^    L     P'  du « - J {  £      P'  du + fa     P'     du} .      (2-2.2) 

As  the  radius  of 10   tends  to infinity,     P'     has a  pole  at   infinity n m 

which in Appendix A is shown to have the residue 

Nr- R- - "  i^C™    ^"r-^l       * (2-2.3) 
m 

Since  the contour Ej   is   in the  positive   (counterclockwise)   direction, 

we  apply the residue   theorem to obtain 

P n m -^ (trf-^X**-       —' 
For  more details  of the   procedure   used  to obtain the above  equation 

see Appendix A. 

Denote  the   integral  on  I9   by  I3 .     Then,   dividing  LB   into the  paths 

(1) ,   (2),   (3),   (4),   (5),   and   (6)   shown  in Figure  2-2.1,   the   integrals 

along   (5)   and   (6)   between -icg-1   and  ica-1   add  to zero as   in the 

precursor leaving 

xca ici 

ii'Ca"1 -»ici ~1 

+  (3) I P'  du +   (4)                    P'  du   . x     . .     -1 n m                   J 4_ -x   n m -ICj -xc» 
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Replacing  -u by u on paths   (3)   and   (4)   and interchanging the 

limits of integration on paths   (1)   and   (4) ,   we obtain 

-icg ~1 ica ~x 

I,   »  -   (1) P'  du  +   (2) P'  du (2-2.6) J .     -i   n m 'J.      -i   n m 
ICi ICj 

+   (3)! ,   nPr
/

i  du  -   (4) ,     P'  du   . j iCl -i  n m J icj -i   n m 

The labels indicating the original paths of integration are retained 

so that the proper signs can be chosen for the complex square roots. 

Again we restrict the derivation to the case n =  1. 

On paths   (2)   and   (4)   »i   is  real and  positive,   but  on paths   (1) 

and   (3)   it  is real and  negative.     Let Vi   denote the value of y  for 

positive «j ,   let  ya  denote the value  of y  for  negative «j .    As 

in the precursor the real part  of    P    comes  from Im(K),  and the n m 

integrals on paths (1) and (3) can be combined since Im(K) , given by 

equation (2-1.4), is positive on (1) and negative on (3) because of 

the imaginary square root aa .  Similarly the integral on paths (2) 

and (4) may be added.  On all four paths \1   and ya are real and 

positive.  The four integrals of equation (2-2.6) can then be combined 

into one integral and Ia may be written 

!.   .   ,.!,» %-  f"'''   aLzjuW^j^a ,     {i -  i }  du   . (2-2.7) 8 ''ic  ~1   »ii-«!   -b3(ua+ca   a)J      Wi      yaJ 

Making the  substitution u =  ix and canceling the ori's,  we have 
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The  following Rosenbaum substitutions are used:     T    =  T/R  , m m 
w =  (ex"8  - x8)l/a,   a -  id'9  - c9'

a)x/a,  cos i    - ä^/R^,  sin i    - r/R  . in m    m in rn 
Kn, ■ T« c08 *«'  an<a L™ "  (T«8  - ci~a)   «in8  *  •    At the lower limit, mmmmmm 
x » cj ~1,   tu becomes  UJ»   ■ 0,  and at the  upper limit,  x » c»-1,   m becomes 

(«8=0.    Thus the  integral Ia   on 2«   can be written 

_ ,   ..m 4b     r0 w(qa   -   ma)x/a ,,  ,  Q. 18 = (-l) fe J rn - b^ü* + oSba] (2-2-9) 
m    o 

{[fc,  - K   )a   + Lm]-l/a   -[{«)+ K)3   + Lm]-l/a}  d«ll. 
L m m m m J 

Substituting Ia   above  into equation  (2-2.4), we get Rosenbaum's 

result for  T > c» ~x   R    and ca  > c* : * m ■ • 

m 

,   ,   Txm+l  2b     r0       m(qa   -  u)a)l/a /r/ v  \a       r   i-i/a + ^^        ^R-J    [(1 - Pny» °abaJ  \i{m - V    +Lm] 
m    o 

-   [(u;  + K   )a   + Lm]"l/a)   da   . m m J 
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2-3  MAIN WAVE INTEGRAL (Case Cx > c8) 

When the velocity of the bottom is less than the velocity of the 

liquid above the bottom, there can be no precursor. The integration 

paths are slightly different from the case ca > ci and are shown 

in Figure 2-3.1 below. 

i Im (u) 

Re(u) 

FIG. 2-3.1    PATH OF INTEGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR 

T>c1"
1Rm (LIQUID BOTTOM c^cj) 

In comparison with the previous case, ai and a» are real on paths 

(5) and (6) , and, as before, the integrals on these paths cancel. 

Thus we can write 

P n m 
(=11 

m+n 

m (K-lf-i ^p'dü (2-3.1) 
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Let the integral on path La be denoted Is. We then replace -u 

by u on paths (3) and (4) and interchange the limits of integration 

on paths   (2)   and   (3)   to get 

..ica-1 (.ica-1 -ica ~1 

la   =   (1) P'du  -   (2) P'du  -   (3) P'du (2-3.2) 
Jicj"1 Jic1'

x Jici"1 

-i .ica 

ici 
(4)J        _i   P'du   . 

On paths (1), (2), (3), and (4) ar8 is real, but c^ is imaginary. 

The liquid bottom reflection coefficient for 0f| imaginary and positive 

but aa real and positive is 

K = iL-(^ + c>"a)3l/a - fegl (2.3 3) 

Separating real and imaginary parts of K, we obtain 

bsaj3 - (u3 + Ci -a) 

R.(K) = -W ±J*     )-h*' 
batra

a - (ua + Ci ") 

(2-3.4) 

Let Yi and ya   denote respectively the values of y   for which 

(1) oj is imaginary and positive and (2) Qfj is imaginary and negative, 

The square root »i , being imaginary, is positive on paths (1) und 

(2), but negative on paths (3) and (4).  Hence Re(K) is the same 

on all the paths, and the contributions from Re(K) cancel. 

In contrast to the case Ca > Cj , the square root v is now 

complex so there may be contiibutions from both the real and the 
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imaginary parts.     In the contributions  from Im(K)   the  imaginary crx ' s 

cancel out the numerator and the denominator of    P    so that the real 
x   m 

contribution to P comes from Im(v). 

The integrals along paths (1) and (2) and along (3) and (4) may 

be combined to get an equation analogous to equation (2-2.7) when 

c« > ci . Since Yj and ya  are complex conjugates, l/yi and l/va are 

complex conjugates, and there is still symmetry about the real 

axis. The ai 's may be canceled, and we obtain 

i. - (-«- »- fa [b.at,X'*c-*)l N'i'-1"^'}^ •   <»-».« 

The substitution u * ix yields 

x.-1 

I.   -  (-I)"*1 4* J^ .,   Wa.'Hy.Ci-^  {l.(i ).I.(i)} dx .(2-3.6) 

The  following Rosenbaum substitutions are now used:     T    ■ T/R  . ■ mm 
cos I    »d /R .  sin  i    - r/R„,  D    ■ T "  cos 2  X„ + ci "8  sin8  I, mmm mmmm m m 
E    - 4  (sin8  i    cos8  i  )   T  a(T 8  - cj"8),  and P    - T 8  - ci "8  sin8   i  . m m mmm mm m 
Also let TD -  (x8  - c»"8)1/8 and ö -  (ca-8  - cx'

8)l/8.    The  limits of 

-a -8)l/8  - 0 a. integration then become  ü^   »  (ci       - ci   *)*/     ■ 0 and 

(Zg   ■   (c»"8  - Cx"8)1'8  =7  ,  After applying these  substitutions to 

equation  (2-3.6),  we obtain 

The term Im(l/ 7i)   can be written 
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1 

[ -(üT+DJN^T* cos'jt +2T iw cos i ]l/a       ^/a in        m mm m v f~  « p» 

m m m xn mm 

The complex square root V1^ can be written V1^' ■   \v\l^a {cosCe (YX )/2] 

+ i  sin [e(va)/2]}, where 

(.-(tu8   + D )   + 2T  "  cos3 i     . 
e(^)   = arccos (    r #  ,    

m    xa    
m    Il/a 

m }  • (2-3.9) 1     [(W8   + D  )a   + E   I1/3 J 

m m 

Since sin  (9/2)   = [(1 - cos e)/2]l/a, we obtain 

Mi^+D  )+2T8  cosai    . 

iMV/'^if^« >a« A1'00'1"00081 ngfesEZ!   J3]1'' . R  L m mJ       L 2 
(2-3.10) 

Simplifying,  we obtain 

InUV1/»)   = £ {[(»•   + DJ'  + EJ17'   +   («•   - Fm)}'/^        (2-3.11) 
m 

The terms vi and va are complex conjugates so 6 ( Y8 ) = 9 (Yx) + n and 

Iro(i-) = - Im(ir-) . 
Va        Vx 
Hence we can write 

(2-3.12) 

[(öl3  + D )a  + E^]1/3   +   (iT   - Fj^x/« m m 
1 YX '        ~""' Va ' J      Rm ^ (ÜJ3   + Dm) *   + E^ ^ mm 

Llm(--)  - lm(=-)J "^-i («» +D )» + E 1 

Substituting equation  (2-3.12)   into equation  (2-3.7), we get 

^i   A Äi-    ö       -f-a  -avi/a      .[(Tl^+D  )a+E   ]l/3 + (TB3-F   ).i/a _ .   nxm+l 4v2b  i w(g_-ä_i_l_     J m7       mJ m' 1 j- 8 = ^C Jo nr^yin^bSTi fP^jT^T J     dw • 
(2-3.13) 
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Equations   (2-3.13)   and   (2-3.1)   then give  the  pressure equation  for 

PJTJ    =   0 <Tm   <   C»'X) x   in    in m 

p  (T  )   .   {-I)™*1   (l^bj (T -Xj 
i   m    nr R xl  + b ^   m •     ' m 

+  ^   ^       nRm    Jo   [(l-ba)i3
+3-b-]   >. (r+Dj-^ J   ^ 

(2-3,14) 
The above  equation concludes  the derivation of Rosenbaum1s 

expressions  for    P    over a  liquid bottom.     Similar equations   for a 
i   m ^ 

rigid bottom are derived in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER  III 

SOLUTION OF THE RIGID BOTTOM WAVE EQUATION 

The derivation of the step wave responses Ai(r,z#T) and 

AaCr.z.T) for a rigid bottom is quite similar to that for a liquid 

bottom and will be treated briefly. 

3-1  WAVE EQUATION IN THE WATER 

In the water we choose a displacement potential 0  such that the 

displacement of an element of fluid is s = 7^. This potential is 

related to the velocity potential cp of Chapter I by the equation 

cp «-a^/at. Substituting this expression for cp in the velocity 

potential wave equation (equation (1-1.9) and integrating the 

resulting equation with respect to T, the displacement potential 

satisfies 

'*♦ • Irr |^ • (3-i.i) 

where 

78 »TT- ■•■i|- + TT- (3-1.2) ärs   r dr   dza 

and where cj is the sound velocity in the water. The potential 0 and 

the other potentials used in this chapter are taken to be zero as T 

and R approach infinity. The radial and vertical displacements and 

the pressure are then 
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ur - If ' Jz " H • «nd * " - ', I?* '       t3-1-3' 

where pj is the density of the water. 

3-2  WAVE EQUATION IN THE RIGID BOTTOM 

In the rigid bottom* the equations of motion can be expressed 

in terms of the displacements u and u in the r and z directions r     z 

as follows (Ewing, Jardetzky, Press [10]) : 

/aau.     , au      u       öau \      /aV     aau \        aau 
^'■^UF^ + F ä^ - P1 + äiäfj + *\wt - äisfj ^  ^FF^        (3-2.1) 

(X 
(aaur     1 dur     aauz\        /öur     au \ 

/aaur     aau\ aauz 

yäzär  " drä"y = p
8   äTT-    ' (3-2.2) -I* 

where  \' and  ^ are Lamp's elastic constants and  p     is the density 
a 

of the bottom. 

we can define potentials  t and U such that the radial and 

vertical displacements  (u    and u )   and the normal and tangential 
IT Z 

stresses   (T      and T    )  may be expressed by the  following equations: 
22       XZ 

a*  au     a* . au u /■» -> -n ur-d?-äF' uz = äi + äF + F (3-2-3) 

*The rigid bottom solution given here is similar to those given 

by T. W. Spencer. [11], Eichler and Rattayya [9], and Roever, Vining, 

and Strick [12]. 
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Trz = n2ö^7 - J Bis" + 3^ äTF] ' t3"2-5) 

where C3   and C4   are  respectively the velocities of propagation of 

sound and shear waves in the bottom.     Lamp's constants X'  and  1* are 

related to ca   and c«   as  follows: 

C3   =  (hi ± 2*J/a    and     c4   =  (p/Pa)
l/a   . (3-2.Q 

Then the potentials   \|/ and U satisfy the equations 

C,a    ÖT« 

and 

»'t - srr IT* (3-2.7) 

Equation (3-2.8) may be replaced by a wave equation by using a 

potential 5 defined by U = -a|/är. We then obtain 

7aE = —i— •^—S. (3-2 9) 

3-3     BOUNDARY CONDITIONS  FOR A  STEF   WAVE  SOURCE 

As  for  the  liquid bottom we now seek a  solution Ai(r,z#T)   for 

a pressure  source H(T  - R/ci)/R.    The boundary conditions which must 

be  satisfied are  as  follows: 
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1. The pressure Al(r,z,T) in the water must vanish at the 

surface z ■ -(D - h) . 

2. The tangential component of stress T  must vanis> at the 

interface z » h, 

3. The normal component of displacement u must be continuous 

at the interface z - h. 

4. The normal component of stress T  must be continuous at zz 

the interface z « h. 

5. Near the source the solution for Ax(r,z,T) must approach 

PA - H(T - R/ci)/R. 

6. As s tends to infinity t and U must tend to zero. 

3-4 TRANSFORMED POTENTIALS f.   T# U 

Using the same Laplace transform method we used in the liquid 

bottom solution (see equations (1-4.14) and (1-4.15)), we find that 

the transformed solutions are 

?- J {fi(X) expOxz) + g1(X) exp(-BjZ)} Jo(Xr) XdX   (3-4.1) 

VA1*^   •xPt-^l2lJ  fi   dX  ' 
Px o 

T» g»(M   exp(-0az)   Jo(Xr)   XdX   , (3-4.2) 
o 

Ü -  - || - J    g4(X)   exp(-ß4z)   ^p [Jo(Xr)]   XdX   , (3-4.3) 

where  fx «   g\,  g»,  and g*   are   functions of X  to be determined  from a 

transformed version of the boundary data and where  ß.   ■  (s'c.-*  +  X8)1'3 

for  i > 1,   3,  4.    The last term of ? is obtained  from the transformed 
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pressure  source  P    written as a Bessel  function integral   (equation 

(1-4.13))   by using the pressure relation P = - pd80/dTa and  its 

transform P = -  8ap0  , 

3-5    TRANSFORMED  STEP WAVE  RESPONSE  IN A RIGID BOTTOM 

Since Aj (r,z,s)   is a transformed pressure,  we can write  from 

equation   (3-4.1): 

Aj   = -sap ? = 
l 

(3-5.1) 

[ {al(X)exp(ßi2)+b1 (\)exp(-e1z)}jo(Xr)\dX+ i[ Jo (Xr)exp(-ßi |z|)^  , 
0 0 * 

where ai (>%)   and bi (\)   are respectively -sap   f  (X)   and -sao g  (X)   . 
ii ii 

The application of the  transforms of boundary conditions  (1) 

thru   {4)   yields the   following equations.    The requirement of the 

vanishing of the  transformed pressure A1(r,z,s)   at the surface, 

namely 

A, (r,z,s)   ■ - s p  0 = 0    at    z = -(D - h), 
i 

yields the equation 

(1)     fx (X)exp[-01 (D-h)]-»^! (X)exp[01 (D-h)]- -   ^^   txpC-P, (D-h)]-0. 
1 (3-5.2) 

The vanishing of the tangential component of stress T      and  its 

transform T      at  the bottom-water  interface,   namely rz ' 

rrz - * i2 alfe - 2 0   + f^T Ü } = 0 at Z = h. 
.377 

+ 
C4 
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yields the equation 

2{-03Xg3(X)exp(-eah)Jo'(Xr)}  - 2(04'Xg* (X) exp(-04h) Jo'(Xr) } 

+ fpr {^g*U)exp(-04h)Jo '(Xr)} = 0# (3-5.3) 

where the prime in Jo'CXr) above and in Ji '(Xr), Js'CXr), and Jo"(Xr) 

below denotes the derivatives d/dr and da/dra.  Simplifying the 

above equation« we obtain 

a . _a _ -a, (2)  2ßj ga(X) expC-Sah) + (2X8 + s8C4  )g4(X) exp(-04h) « 0.  (3-5.4) 

The continuity of the normal component  of displacement u    and  its 

transform u    at the bottom-water interface,   namely z 

uz ' öt + a? + ? = äf    at    Z  = h   ' 

yields the equation 

{-e,XgJ(X)exp(-e,h)Jo(Xr)} + {xg4 (X)exp(-04h) Jo" (Xr) } + 

{^4(X)exp(-04h)Jo/(Xr)} - {ßx Xf» (X) expOjh)   -  0» Xg1 (X) exp(-01h) 

+ rjs" exp(-0Ih)} Jo(Xr)   . (3-5.5) 

Simplifying the above equation using the Bessel function recurrence 
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formulae for J© ' and Jx ' listed below, gives 

(3)  -0, gaiK)   exp(-03h) - Xag« (X) exp{-^h) 

(3-5.6) 

= 0xfl(X) expCPjh) - 0igi (X) exp(-0ih) + -i-r- exp(-0ih) . 

The continuity of the normal component of stress T__ and its 

transform T  at the bottom-water interface, namely zz 

T__ = - Ai (r,z,s)  at z = h, 
ZZ 

leads to 

^'•^{0 ^^f®} ■••'.* •* •-"• 

Using the transformed wave equation obtained   from equation  (3-2.7), 

»'7 - |f. 7 , 

we obtain 

X/^-3{xg3(X)exp(-03h)Jo(Xr)}  + 2^{l0,aXga (X)exp(-03h) Jo (Xr) ] 

+ [-04^g4(X)exp(-04h)Jo'(Xr)   - 0« Xg* (X)exp(-04h) Jo" (Xr) ]} (3-5.7) 

= sap     {x[fi OOexpCßjh)   + gi (X)exp(-0,h)]Jo(Xr)   - ^-57^- exp(-0ih) Jo (Xxi} 
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Applying the recurrence  formulae for Jo ' and Jx ' below and using 

ca  « Kk* + 2^)/PIB]
1/"  and c«  ■  (^/p  )1     ,  the above equation can 

be simplified to the  following expression: 

(4)     2ptC4"  {j (2Xa  + s8c4"')g, (X)   exp(-ß,h)   + X9^^^)   exp(-e4h)} 

- s'p^fxU)   expCBjh)   + gx (X)   exp(-3xh)   - ^TJJ-•'«PC-ßi»»)}  • 

(3-5.8) 
Recurrence Formulae 

Above we have used the following Bessei function recurrence 

formulae  [13]: 

Jo(u)   - Ja(u)   - 2 ^j [Jx(u)]# (3-5.9) 

and 

Jo(u)   +J.(u)   -^jj(u), (3-5.10) 

g^CJo(u)]  - - Jx(u)   . (3-5.11) 

Solving for fx (X) and gx (X) from (1) thru (4) and using 

Äx > -s8p 0 i  we find 

.. ex) -.•,, f. ex,. ji; ff-!';^^.^')^""3}-       <3-s-12' 

and 

.. (M ■ ..■>.  gi (X)  - -Pt-^. <■> - h)3(i t K *£$$} .    {3.5.13) 
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where the  reflection coefficient K is now defined 

K . ß.[(2Xa
+8ac.-3)a-4Xa3aß4]   - bßa8

4C4"4 (3.5 14) 

01[(2\a+8ac4"a)a-4Xaßaß«]   +bßa84c4"
4 

3-6     THE  STEP WAVE  PRESSURE RESPONSE     P     FOR A RIGID BOTTOM n m 

The coefficients ax (X) and bj (X) have exactly the same form 

as equations (1-4.19) and (1-4.20) for the liquid bottom. The 

function Ax is then in the same form as equation (1-4.24). The 

expression |K exp(-2ßiD)| can be shown to be less than one (Spencer 

[11]) so that the ray expansion is still valid. The derivation 

leading to equation (1-11.14), written below, can then be duplicated 

for a rigid bottom provided we use K as defined by equation 

(3-5.14) above and make the proper branch cuts for the multiple-valued 

functions involved. 

As for the liquid bottom« the step wave pressure response 

P resulting from ray (n,m) is 

P = 0 ,     (T <  6 ) n m    '      v    n m# 

A = ^P r - " *" [»•'• + <T - „V«' ^-l/a au .    (3-6.1) 

(T i  6 ) . x    n m7 • 

The transformation u a  \/a renders K in the  form necessary 

for  substitution in the above equation: 

0fiL(2u  +C4     )   -   4u »304]   + ba3C4 
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where «, = (ua + c1-
a)l/a , a, = (u8 + c3-

a)l/a . and a4 = (ua + C4'a)x/a 

3-7  STONLEY POLES 

In the following calculations we must now consider the branch 

points of Qi    ,   aa   ,  04 and v and the poles *lk of the reflection 

coefficient K. The branch cuts are made in the same manner as 

before. The poles *ik, called the Stonley poles, are the zeros of 

the denominator of K.  It has been shown by Spencer [14] that the 

Stonley poles are beyond the branch points ±ici ~1 , iicj ~1 , and 

±ic4 ~1 on the imaginary axis of the u-plane and also that ±ik are 

the only poles on the top sheet of the Riemann plane.  Poles of 

this type indicate the existence of a wave. This particular wave 

is usually called a Stonley wave (Cagniard [15] refers to it as 

a Schölte wave), and its propagation velocity is C-- « 1/k, 

Stonley waves propagate along the liquid-solid interface in the 

same manner as Rayleigh waves in a vacuum-solid interface. The 

Stonley wave has been studied by Schölte [16], [17] and more 

recently by Roever, Vining and Strick [12]. 
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CHAPTÜR   IV 

THE  RIGID  BOTTOM  SOLUTION  IN  THE   FORM OF ROSENBAUM 

In this  chapter we   follow the  same  procedure   ised   in Chapter II 

for  a   liquid  bottom,   and we   frequently refer  back  to equations   in 

that   chapter.     As  before,   we  derive   using  Rosenbaum's   substitutions 

real   integral  solutions   from equation   (3-6.1),  where  now K  is given 

by equation   (3-6.2).     Since  the  rigid  bottom K  is more  complicated 

and   since  it  has  the  Stonley  poles  on  the  top sheet  of the Riemann 

plane,   the  integrals obtained will be  correspondingly more complicated 

than   for   the   liquid bottom. 

4-1     PRECURSOR  INTEGRAL   (Case  Cs   >  cx   >  C4) 

The   integration  path   for  T     < Cj ~1,   which is essentially 

identical  to the   liquid bottom path,   is  shown  in Figure  4-1.1 below. 

(It  mast be  remembered  that ca   has  replaced  c8   as  the  sound velocity 

of the bottom.)     The  branch  points  ±ic4 ~1   of «4   and  the Stonley  poles 

±ik  are  outside  the   integration path. 

For  n =   1 we  can  now write   from equation   (2-1.10) 

m   (01-M )    ,x   Im(K)[l-8in(5 ♦)]  d* 
.^'-^   ^f J   -T^TCÖV*' (4-1.1) 

where 1 ;(K) n st be determined and oj - (ci "a -• C3~*)l/s.  The 

substit itio'.i of Im(K) is jxrmitted here since the sign of the integrand 

is dependent only on the imaginary square root 013   as the liquid bottom 

solution was dependent only on ^s .    The real roots orj and or* are 
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IC. 

IC. 

i Im (u) 

-1 

■1 
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•le. 

-ic 

-IC 

-1 
I 

-1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Re(ü) 

4 

-ik H> 

FIG. 4-1.1    PATH OF INTEGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR 

T< c,"1 Rm (RIGID BOTTOM Cg   >€,   > c^ 
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positive   on all  the  paths.    After expaadiny  tie   imaginary  so iaru 

root »3,   K may be written as   follows: 

, 2L 
»l 

a_L     -a» a UiCtSi   ) 
(2ua+C4~a)a    - iua{-u3-ca««)1/2Q4l   +  bi(-US-C3 "8)1 /8   r;4 -4    ' 

(4-1.2) 

where all  the  square  roots  in this  equation are  positive, 

The  imaginary part  of K is then 

I: (K)   = 
_2[a>(2uafc4-

3)aj[bc4-
4(-ua   - C3-a)l/a] 

[«! (2ua+c4"
a)a]a+[{-ua-C3"a)1/a(4uacr1a4-bc«'4)] 

(4-1.3) 

The substitutions  Ox   =  (d "a  ~ ca~a)l^a,   aa   =  (|c4"
a   - ci"a|)l/a, 

and u, =(ci~a   - xa),*/a with u = ix yield 

- f-2^1 
Ini(K) = 1-2 ct( S»-^- - c, -' - .')•][, -4 

-4  / «, a    a x i /a 
4  (oi  " ^ >   j 

(t 
-a 

„^  _ cl-
a
+a

a)a]a+{(a1
a-ua)l/a[W(c1-

a-u.a)(aa
a
+.

a)l/a
+ ^f-^9) ^ 

(4-1.4) 

The above equations can be further simplified by using 

-a 
A = a(^ d-1 + u;a)a. 

B = «(cj-8 - u.8)(a1
a - uü

a)l/a(o,a + w
a)l/a 

C = |c4-4(o1
a - u,8)1/» . 

Substituting A, B, and C into Im(K), we get 
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1MK)   m  ±^CC^1   ^a)1/a   . (4-1.5) 
2{Aa   +   (B  + C) 

Introducing  the above equation into equation  (4-1.1),  we obtain 

Rosenbaum* s   result   for  n =  1 and  Ca   > cj   > C4; 

P    =  0 (T     <  6  ) in- v  m ro' 

..   bCoj-M),.1   (Oi+^^'ALl-sin^ ♦)] dt 

(6     *  V ^  ^'^ in in 
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4-2  PRECURSOR INTEGRAL (Case c3 > c* > Ci) 

The case ca > 04 > Cx is not derived by Rosenbaum, but its 

importance in current work justifies treatment here. The integration 

path (a) shown in Figure 4-2.1 is chosen when |ui | < G*~l 1  and the 

path (b) , also shown in Figure 4-2.1, is chosen when | ui | > c« ~I. 

The integral for | ui | * C4 ~1  is almost identical to equation (4-1.6), 

The only difference is that ci ~1 > 04 "1 requires replacing B by 

Ba = ^(d"8 - tt)a)(oia - uua)l/a(|u)a - oaa|)l/a since now 

n ^  i\~  ~a       ~  -a|»i/a   *_ -a   _ -a»i/a 0S ■ i|e«   - Ci  |)   = (Ci   - C4  } 

Thus  for  n =  1,  cs   > C4   > Cj «   and   | uj |   < C4 ~1  we  obtain 

P   (T   )   »  0 (T    <   6  ) 1   m    m mm 

_.,   b(ol-Mj      *   (oj+u))1/8  A[l-sin(y ♦) ]  d* 
P«(Tm)   *   (-1) Ap     0  ?     \        .^   r   a   2 5-r.      (4-2.1) 

»   m    m 4R
m 

c*4     U (*-N )1/a   [A8 + (Ba-K:)a] 

m m 
When   |ui I   > C4 "*   the  integral over  paths  (3)   and   (4)   is again 

zero,  and    P    is made up of two parts:     1.    The  integrale  over paths 

(2)   and   (5)   whose   sum is  identical  to equation   (4-2.1)   except  the  lower 

limit of  integration must be  replaced by   4     =  Hu = ic4~x).     2.     The 

integrals over  paths   (1)   and   (6)   on which «3   and 04   are  imaginary. 

Derivation of the   first part of    P    requires only  finding  )   . i   m       ^ * ^    \ 

The variable   f   is given by the expression 

(01+M)        (01-M J 
*  = ,  m    + 0  

m     sin n   »72   . (4-2.2) 

But at  u =  ic4 ~1   this expression  for  uu yields 
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(a)        |ui|<c4" (b) |u,|>c4 

i Im (u) 

'Ci 

-IC-j 

■'Ci 

ikH. 

Re(u) 

-ic 

Re{u) 

FIG. 4-2.1    PATHS OF INTEGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR 

T< c, "'R,^(RIGID BOTTOM C3> c4> c,) 
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wx   =   (ex"3   - C4-8)l/a   =   de*"8   - cra|)l/a   =  oa   . (4-2.3) 

Then we  obtain 

. 203-0!^ 7 r2oi-aJ-M  -, 
sin ^ =       ^    M    m    and   h   = ^ arcsin I      „    M    m   . (4-2.4) 2 Oi -M * TT L.      CTj -M J 

m *      m. 

To find the second part of P , we must examine K, the only x   m 

term that  contains »a   and «4.     For  «3   and »4   imaginary and  positive, 

denote the  reflection coefficient by K.    Then after expanding the 

imaginary  square  roots  era   and  a« ,   we  obtain 

K = fax[(2ua+C4"a)a   + 4ua(-ua-C3-a)x/a(-ua-C4"a)l/a] 

-axi/a\/     i»..3^   -8\a    .   ü..» /   ..»   ^   -a\1/a/   „a   «"a\1^ 0/(«i Co« -  ibC4-4(-ua-ca-a)1/aj/^xC(2ua
+C4-a)a   + 4ua(-ua-C3-a)1/a(-ua-C4"a)1/5'] 

+ ibc4 "4(-ua-ca-a)'/a) (4-2.5) 

and 

Im (K)   =   (-2bC4~4(-uac3-a)l/a 

{ai[Cua
+C4-3)a   + 4ua(-V-C3-a)l/a(-ua-C4-a)l/a]}<)/ 

({oi[(2ua
+C4-a)a  + 4ua(-ua-c,-")l/a(-ua-C4-a)l/a]}8 + 

[bc4-4(-ua-C3"a)l/a]a
/)   . (4-2.6) 

Make the  substitutions 

- «{«V -0''s *«"]• • 
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and 

B,   - *(<*-»   -  ^){ol
a  - **)l/a{\<*a   -  o,8!)l/a   , 

-^  («I3   -  u,a)l/a   . 

where  ui,   oi ,  and og   are defined aa above.     Then divide the numerator 

and denominator by  16 to get 

Undo- - b^-^g^-^j^^A-B,)    . (4_2.7) 
2(A-B,)a+C8 

From equation   (4-1.2)   we can see that on path  (6)   a*  and «4   being 

negative has the effect of only changing  the  sign of Im(K)   since 

ax   is positive on both paths   (1)   and   (6).     Hence,   as before,   the 

integrals on paths   (1)   and   (6)   add.    The  second  part of    P^ can 

thus be obtained  from equation  (2-1.10)   by substituting Im(K)   from 

equation  (4-2.7)   above and changing the  limits of integration. 

For  n = 1,  C3   > C4   > C\   and   I uj |   > C4     : 

PJTJ   - 0 <Tn, < 6m) 1   m    m mm 

(-l)m+1b(al-Mm)     *   {ol+w)l/9Ail-Bin(^ +)]  d» 

J^  T«-Nm)V-[A- + (B8-K:)-] 

(-l)m+1b(ol-Min)P
ti    (a1+«ü)l/a(A-B.)[l-sin(5-  ♦) ]  d* 

 —  ; = .     (6    iT    <Cl ) 
4 R    c*4 J (u,-N )1/»[(A-Ba)a   + Ca] v  m    m    ^ 

p   (T  )   =  z "» 
1   mx  m' 4 R    C4 m 

m    ' ~x m' 
(4-2.8) 
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4-3 MAIN WAVE INTEGRAL (Case C3 > Ci > C4) 

Since this case is more involved than the previous cases a 

more detailed account will be given. For T > CI "1 we have seen m 
that  Uj   and  U!   are in the   first and  fourth quadrants respectively, 

and we  can replace the  integral on path UJAUJ   by 

By Cauchy's  theorem we  can  replace  I3   by  Zj ,   Z« ,   1^ ,   and  I*   which 

are  shown  in Figure 4-3.1.     The  path £1 ,   is again a  circle whose 

radius tends  to infinity.     Thus,  we have 

„pm = - 1/2 { f.   „P.; du + f»  „^ O» + K*m du + f»   nP» du}-     C"3-1' 

Applying the  Residue Theorem,  we obtain 

nPm =   -Hi   [R.   -    (Rik   +  R_ik)]   -1/2   h   X  du   ' ^-3-2) 

where  R^,   R^v.»  and R_ik are  the residues of    P'  at 0,,   ik,  and  -ik 

respectively and are derived  in Appendix A.    The  negative sign 

immediately before R.,    + R_ik appears because  the  contours £4   and  I« 

are  taken in the negative   (clockwise)   direction.     The details of the 

above  procedure are contained  in Appendix A, 

The branch cuts will be  the  usual ones.    The  square roots ax , 

aa ,   and  ^4   have positive real parts  in the right half plane,   negative 

real parts  in the  left half plane,   positive  imaginary pares in the 

top half plane,  and negative  imaginary parts  in the bottom half 
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i lm(u) 

FIG. 4-3.1    PATH OF INTEGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR 

T >c1"
1Rm (RIGID BOTTOM c3> c^ c4) 

Re(u) 
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plane.    The  function y has a  positive real part  left of the cut 

from ui   to ui   and a  negative  real part right of the cut. 

The  signs on the  square  roots then require division of the 

branch line integral   (again denoted by la)   into the ten paths 

shown in Figure 4.3-1.     Since ca   is the  largest velocity,   the  integrals 

between -ics-1  and  ids"1   cancel.    We are  then left with integrals 

along paths   (1)   through   (8) .     Converting negative  limits of integra- 

tion to positive and  interchanging the  limits of integration when 

needed,   Is  can be written as   follows: 

-i 

<»J 
iC4 

ICi 

(4)J 
ica 

ici 

"   (7)J 
ic* 

ici 

nPm du  "   <2>I 
ic* 

1CX 

V du +   (5) f i m J 

ica 

icx 

P' du +  (8) f n m ' J 

ic» 

ICx 

nK du  "   (3'1 
ica 

ici 

P'  du n m -   (6)J 
ic. 

iCj 

-i 

-i 

-i 

nP™   du n m 

P' du n m 

P' du   . n m (4-3.3) 

where the tags are retained  so that the proper signs can be placed 

on the  square roots. 

The above paths may be grouped  into two sets:     (a)   paths   (1) , 

(2),   (7),   and   (8);  and   (b)   paths  (3),   (4),   (5),   and   (6).     In set 

(a)   the  limits of integration are  ici ~1   to  ic4 ^,   and «i   is  imaginary. 

In set   (b)   the limits are  ic»"1  to ici ~1,  and »x   is real. 

Denote the reflection coefficient  in set   (a)   by K,  and let v 

and y    denote respectively y when o/i   is   (1)   imaginary and positive 
8 
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and  (2)   imaginary and negative.     Similarly in set   (b)   let  vi   and y9 

denote  respectively  -y  for Ofi ;   (1)   real  and positive and   (2)   real and 

negative.     Let  la   ■ la   + la»  where  la'  is the contribution  from set 

(a)   and  lä   is  the contribution   from set   (b). 

The  integrals   in set   (b)   correspond to the  integrals  of the 

liquid bottom main wave   (case  ca   > ci)   with o and  Im(K)   being replaced 

by their  rigid bottom counterparts  in equation   (2-2.9).     Equation  (2-2.9) 

can be written  for   n = 1  in the   form 

i; - (-i)B+1 £-1' im(K){[(«-Km)'+Lmr'/s-[u+Km)'+Lmr
1/'} a». 

""    ° (4-3.«) 

In set   (b)   K  is given by equation   (4-1.2)   and Im(K)   is given by 

equation  (4-1.3)   in terms of u or by equation (4-1.5)   in terms of 

m,  A,  B,   and  C.     The  sign on the  integral is determined by Im(era) ; 

hence,   the  integrals on paths   (3)   and   (5)   and on paths   (4)   and   (6) 

add.    Using  the  substitutions defined  for the precursor,   the 

contribution to la   from set   (b)   is 

Ox 
f   nm b       P      A(aia-wa)1/ar 1  1  -.. 

TTRC4*J        [A3 + (B-K:)a]^[((.-K  )8+L   ]1/8"   C(u,+K   )3+L  l1/8)        ' u mm mm 
(4-3.5) 

Since ax is imaginary, the integrals in set (a) correspond to 

those of the liquid bottom main wave (case cj > ca) with a and Im(K) 

being replaced by their solid bottom counterparts. Taking the 

square roots crx , era , and oiA   to be positive, we can write using only 

real square roots 
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K= (i(-ua-c1-
a)l/8[(2ua+c4-

a)a - 4iua(-u8-cs-
a)l/aa4] 

- bi(-ua-c,-a)l/ac4-*Xi(-u
a-c1-

a)l/s[(2ua+c4-
a)a (4-3.6) 

- 4iua(-u3-c3-
a)l/ao4] + bi(-u

a-C3"a)x/ac4-
4
/) . 

Then the imaginary part is 

Im(K)= (-2[4ua(-ua-c1-
a)l/a(-ua-C3-a)l/aa4][b(-u

a-C3-a)l/ac4-
4]/)/ 

([4ua(-ua-cl-
a)l/a(-ua-C3-a)l/aa4]

a 

+ [(-ua-c1-
a)l/a(2ua+c4-

a)a+b(-u
a-C3"a)l/ac4-

4]a/) .      (4-3.7) 

Making the  substitutions u = ix,   w =   (xa-cx ~
a) x^a,   aj   =   (ci~a-cs~a)       , 

and  aa   =  (|c4 ~
a-ci ~a |)1     ,  and dividing  numerator and denominator 

of equation  (4-3,7)   by 16,  we obtain 

Im(K)   =   (2[^(c1-
a+üra)(ax

a
+3ra)l/a(a8

a-Tra)l/a][^^  (a» W)l/a])/ 

([«(c, "a+äa) (a, a+äa)l/a (o8 a-^a) l/a]a (4-3.8) 

-      ~8 

Let %-- cra - ^a]  , 
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B   =   *(ci"a+u;a) (C! a+u)
S)l/a(oa

8-(fca)X//a 

bC4   *   ,„   »^"a^i/a 

and 

C = ^f- {ax'+w') 

Then we  can write 

Im(*' ' TT^F [^ '=" + ^^'l ■ l4-3•9, 

Similarly,   the  Re(K)   can be written 

Re(K)   = A.V>'-i>:5la   . (4-3.10) 
(A+C)    +B 

From equation   (4-3.6)   one  can  see  that  the  sign on the  integrand 

P'   is  determined  by a*   and  Im(Y).     Hence the   integrals along  paths 

(1),   (2)   and along  paths   (7)   and   (8)   add.    The  contribution lä 

to la   can now be written 

-i 

XI   =   (.D^+l -|- J     ^   IroffiXaX [im(i-)-  Im(i-)]   . (4-3.11) 
Cj      w la 

Changing the variable of integration to u), substituting Im(K) fron 

«quation (4-3.9), and substituting 

[imd )- lm(i)] 
\ \ 

from equation   (2-3.12),   the  contribution lä   from the  set   (a)   is 
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" - ^7 i. bx&rsn i   c^.'-j    )  " (-4.3.12) 

Substituting R^ and   (R-v  + R   •■k)   from Appendix A and  la   and  I» 

from equations   (4-3.5)   and   (4-3.12)   into equation   ^4-3.2),  we get 

the  pressure equation  for  n =  1,   T     > c» ~1 ,   and Cs   > Ci   > c* i 

P    = ^- +     A 
l   m      Rm      x   m 

+ b(-i)^1    r^  A(0l
a-.a)^a ( i i Jd« 

2TTRm  C**   Jo      [AMB+C)
3
]      k(u.-K  )a+L   I1/8        [(uu+K  )a+LJ^J 0 mm mm 

/.=■   r[(äJ8+D  )a+E^]l/a + (Tüa-F   ),i/S V2 b(-i)   r    l^+aj.^ B (— sa:—Q : si)    dTO . 
2TTRwi   c4*      JÄ      [(ÄfC)4^8]      I [(^8+D„)a+E_] J 

(4-3.13) 
m- o      ^ - t(i«+V«ra] 

where R„= - l/triR    and the contribution     L    from the Stonley poles • m j   m ^   r 

is 

/a        ,,i/S 

j,    I «a   ,, 
m- 

with 

.»- -'-"" ^ c3' ^r - 'i'7' r     (4-3-14' 

- g,k[4(£V - ka)   + 2g.g.   + k'(3«. + 3».)]+    —B^. V (4-3.15) u      * g»     g* -     4g»c4   y 

91   =   (k8   - cr*)1'*.   gs   =   (ka  - q,-»)1/«,   g4   =   (ka   - c4-
a)l/a, 

a  •  Ta   -   (ka   -  c1"
acosai ),   and   f = 4Ta  g1

acosai  . m m m  ^ m 

It  should be  noted  that  equation   (4-3.13)   differs  from Rosenbaum's 

results by a   factor  of 2   in each of the two  integrals of equation  (4-3.13) , 
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4-4    MAIN WAVE  INTEGRAL     (Case cs   > c«   > Cj) 

When c«   > C4   > Ci   the  integration path is  that  shown  in 

Figure 4-4.1.    The branch cuts are the usual ones along the  imaginary 

axis and  from uj   and  ui .    As  in the previous case,  we can write 

using Cauchy's  theorem and the Residue theorem 

-ni [R.  -   (Rilc  + R_ilc)]  - k U   , (4-4.1) n'm        "* L*x»       '"Ik  T "-ik'-1       2 

where 

^  - f>  npm du • 

The  integrals on paths   (9)   and   (10)   again cancel.    Along paths 

(1) ,   (2) ,   (7) ,   and   (8)  orj  and 04  are  imaginary and orx   is real; but 

along paths  (3),   (4),   (5),  and  (6)   01   and a^  are  real and  only at 

is imaginary.     Using the procedure and notation used in the previous 

case   (cs   > ci   >  C4)   the integrals along paths  (1)   through   (8)   can 

be reduced  to the  following  for n ■  1: 

-1 
2(-l),n'>'1   riC4        Im(K)udu ri_ _ 11 + 

TT •'<„-* ai Ly     " y J 

(4-4.?) 
m+l   -ic» "' 2{-i)m*x rx^      im(K)udu ri_ _ 1_"| 

n    "   ' J ._ -x 01 Lv     " v  J 
ic«   - ai L\       \ 

where K  is given by equation   (4-1.2)   and K is given by equation 

(4-2.5) .    Since C4   > cj   we must replace B in K by B« . 
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i Im (u) 

FIG. 4-4.1    PATH OF INTEGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR 

T>c1 "'R   (RIGID BOTTOM c^c^c.) 
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The  second  integral above   is given by equation   (4-3,5)   except 

the   lower  limit  of  integration must  be changed  to aa   =   (|c4 "'-C! ~a [)1'8, 

the value of uu at u = ic4 ~1 ,   and B must be replaced by Ba . 

The   first  integral  of I3   is also quite  similar  to equation   (4-3.5). 

The  upper  limit of integration must be changed  to aa ,   and the  imaginary 

part  of the  reflection coefficient must be Im(K)  which  is given by 

equation  (4-2.7) . 

Since  the residues are  unchanged, we may then write  for 

T    > cj '"1   and  Ca   > C4   > Cj 

P     ■ i- +     L 1   m      R 1   m 

+ c-ir^b f* (a,a->.v/a(A-Ba) / 1 1 \ da) 
2TTR

m   c*4   %      HA-B«)3   + Ca] "-[(«»-K   )a+L   l1/3        [(üü+Km)a+Lm]X/a'f 
mo mm mm 

+  (-l)
1"^   ^   A(a1

a-.a)^a   / 1 1    ]  dtt t 
2TTRm C44   Ja,   [Aa + (Ba-K:)al   H («»-Kj a+Lm3 V»        [ („+KJ a+Lm]l/aJ 

(4-4.3) 

where  A is given by equations (4-3.14) and (4-3.15). i m -  -» 

The above equation completes the derivation of expressions for 

P In Rosenbaum1s form for the most important cases of a rigid 
1 m 

bottom. An alternative method of evaluating P which is applicable n m 

for all values of n is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER  V 

THE USE OF COMPLEX ARITHMETIC TO CALCULATE 
PRESSURE TIME HISTORIES 

Although Rosenbaurn's equations are in a form quite suitable 

for numerical calculations/ some difficulty is encountered when 

one wishes to extend the solid bottom solution to n > 1 because of 

the complexity of the Stonley residues. Also, for all cases n > 1 

most of the advantage gained by separating real and imaginary parts 

is already lost since the equations are so complicated. We then 

consider evaluating equation (1-11.14} using complex computer 

arithmetic, as suggested by Eichler and Rattayya [9]. 

5-1  INTEGRATION PATHS IN THE COMPLEX u-PLANE 

Equation (1-11.16), 

nP
m 

= izlhr-!    uorx^KV1   du   , (5-1.1) 

where   y =   [uara   +   (T   -    d    al)*ll/a   and  Uj   =    R  "'[-irr  +    d   (T8   - n m n m n m 
Cj~a Ra   )     a],   can be evaluated  using complex computer arithmetic 

if the   integration  is divided   into the  two time  periods  T  < CI ~1   R n m 

and T > Ci'*1   R    which result because  of the  square root   (Ta-ci~8
n

I0     * 

in ui .     In either  case we can evaluate the integral over half the range, 

that  is   from 0 to u* ,   and double the  result to get    P    since  the n m 
integrand  is symmetrical about the real axis.    We  then integrate 

along paths on which the real part x of u is constant,     nd  the 

imaginary part y varies  from yi   to ya .     That  is,   we  integrate  from 
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u  ^  x + iyi   to u =  x  + iy8,   and  the expression   for     P    is as 

follows: 

X+iya 

A '^^rP- I       "«.-'   KVl<lU. (5-1.2) 
x+iyx 

The  limits of integration are  as  follows: 

For   T  < ci ~1   R  ,   x = 0,   yx   = ca~
l .   and 

ya   = Im{ux)   .    A"
3
   [rr  -    d   (cra     R«   -   T

3
)
1
/

2
]. nm n in n n\ 

For   T  > d"1   R  ,   x = ReCui)   =    R"a     d     (T3
   -  ex"2     R3)l/3 1     n m x  * n m    n m '        n IP 

yj   =  0,   and ya   = In^Ui)   =  nR^2   xr. 

5-2  COMPENSATED INTEGRAND 

Vflien evaluating the integral above numerically, care must be 

taken to avoid the singularity at u = Uj . One of the best ways of 

handling such a problem is the "compensated integrand" which we 

illustrate with the example below. 

Denote the value of K at u = uj by Ki .  We can then write 

nPm - ^ + I» 

-z . x n+m    „ -    - 
- ^l    J   U«, -1 (Kn - Kx ") v-X du 

x+iyx 

+ 2^"11-  Kin    j   uax'1 v"1 du . (5-2.1) 
x+iyj 

The integrand of Ix is then finite at all points of the 

integration path for T J£  CX "1 R since the limit as u -• ux is zero. 
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This integral can be reduced to integration over a real variable 

if we denote the integrand P' = a + ib and the integration variable 

u = x + iy. Then Ix can be written in real integrals as follows: 

II -   adx -    bdy + i    ady + i I  bdx.     (5-2.2) 
Jx     Jya       Jyi       'x 

The first and fourth integrals are zero since we are integrating 

along a path of constant real part x of u. The real contribution 

to Ij is then the second integral, and we can write 

^ . -M^fT  f'  Im [m^l  (Kn . Kin)v-.} dy .   (5.2>3) 

Eliminating  the   "i",   li   becomes 

^   = 2{-l)**tt   |-ya  Re  |uai-x   ^n _ Kin)Y-i| dy  ^ (5-2.4) 

y» 

The integral la   can be integrated analytically as shown below: 

The substitution w = (ci ~a + u3)1  in la of equation (5-2.1) 

yields 

It . ü^^n pr^ ^.^ TB + (T.^-.,.,]-./.„., (5 ,.5) 
n+m  „ (.uja, 

where  u*   =  [cj "a  + (x +  iyj)3!1/3  and u^   = [cj "3  +  (x + iya)3]1^. 

The expression in brackets  is of the  form l/^/X where X = aw3  + bw + c. 

The  integrand  is then the  derivative of the   function 

F(u))   = ^ log  {s/S +  a-stf + T~: }, (5-2.6) 
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or in expanded form. 

(5-2.7) 
F(u.)   = -±- log  {[  R»   aa-2  d     Tu, +   [^-cl'

ata)-\l/a+wR - d     T/ R  }. «R^       3v,nm nm * nmnmnmJ n m 

Thus we have 

n m 
where 

f^)   ■   t  Rn,«3   "  2
n

dn,  T» +   (T3   -  Cx^r8)]1/'  + UJ R     -    d     T/ R  . nm nm * '-' nronmnm 

(5-2.9) 

Since  \ = Oatu = u1#   X = 0atu)=ujB«  and Ia   can be written as 

18 ■ ^^t    ir 1O
9 L       fuTJ J-       (5-2.10) 

Eliminating the  "i",   the  final expression  for the real contribution 

to la   is 

~.   ,»n+m c rRuuB-dT/R-,^ 
T    - 2(-i) Tm lv n i«« In in ^       n m    ^n ml  I /c  o  n\ 18 = ^R      

Irn iKi   log L ?m  J •   (5-2-;L1) 
n m » » » 

The expression for  P is then the sum of Ij , equation (5-2.4), 

and la« equation (5-2.11), as follows: 

„'„-2^Pjy,H.{-.-l(Kn-Kl",^}ay 
yi 

0/ ,» n+m    f     „     P_R  u^a -  d  T/ R -,. 
j. 2(-i)    Tm Jv n 1«« in m *   n m ^ n mil (t.   , ._. + -^-^    Im ^Kx  log !_ j^ J) , (5-2.12) 

n m 

where u = x + iy. 
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We have avoided the singularity of P' by setting the numerator 

zero when the denominator is zero to obtain a finite limit. 

Numerical calculations have shown that l/ is a reasonably well 

behaved function so that Ij can be evaluated using standard 

quadrature methods.  Some difficulty is encountered in the immediate 

vicinity of the singularity at T = ci "1 R , but l/ is smooth 

enough to obtain sufficiently accurate results even in this range. 

The pressure P can now be evaluated numerically with little 
n m 

difficulty using complex arithmetic. 
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APPENDIX     A 

MATHEMATICAL  DETAILS   IN  THE  INTEGRATION  FOR 
THE  STEP  WAVE  RESPONSE     P n m 

Many  mathematical details  in  the   integration  of  the   step wave 

pressure  response     P    have  been disregarded  in the   interest  of n ia * 

arriving  at  a   solution of the  problem with as  little  complication 

as  possible.     Bat   many  of the  mathematical details  are  essential 

foe  a   good   understanding of  the  problem and are  thus  the   subject 

of this appendix. 

A-l     CONCEPTS  AND  THEOREMS   FROM COMPLEX ANALYSIS 

Rosenbaum has  used the   "method  of residues"   to evaluate the 

complex  integral   for     P   .     This procedure   utilizes  two  important 

theorems   from complex analysis:     (a)   Cauchy's  theorem and   (b)   the 

residue  theorem.     A   few preliminary concepts  in  the  theory  of 

complex variables will be  discussed   first. 

The   set  of complex numbers  is  composed of  numbers  z  « x + iy 

where  x and  y are  real  numbers  and   ia   =  -i.    Complex numbers are 

an extension of  the  real  numbers and  can oe represented   in a 

plane with x and y coordinates as  shown in Figure A-l.l below. 

FIG. A-l.l    THE VARIABLE z IN THE COMPLEX PLANE 
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The corriplex   number   z  can also be  represented  in  polar  coordinates 

(r,   9)   where   r  =   'ul   =   (x2   + y-)1        is  the absolute value,   or 

mod J1 IS,   of  u  and  6   = arctan   (y/x)   is  the  argument  of  u.     The  complex 

number  z   in   polar  coordinates  is   then 

z  =  r  exp(ie)   =  r(cos  9   + i   sin  6). (A-l.l) 

An important class of functions of a complex variable is the 

"analytic function".  A function f(z) is termed "analytic" in the 

interior of a closed carve if that function is defined and has a 

derivative at each point inside the curve. The function must also 

be single-vaIjed in the area of definition, that is, for each z the 

function f(z) mu& . have one and only one value. 

Those points ac which the function is not analytic are termed 

"singularities".  If the singularity can be enclosed by a circle, 

however small, which does not include other singularities, it is 

an "isolated" singularity. Singularities such as those on the 

"branch line" of a complex square root are not isolated. 

We are now ready to state the two theorems used in the "method 

of residues".  Cauchy's theorem states that if a function f(z) is 

analytic inside and on a closed integration path C, then we have 

r  f(z) dz - 0. (A-1.2) 
0 C 

The  residue   theorem  states  that   the   integral 

f(z)   dz 
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around the closed path C, which encloses only isolated singularities, 

is eqaal  to 2TTi  times  the sum of the   "residues"  of the enclosed 

singularities.    The  counterclockwise  direction along  the  path C 

is  taken as positive.     If the   function  f(z)   has N singularities 

enclosed by C,   then we  obtain 

N 

f     f(z)   dz = 2TTi 7 Rj   , (A-1.3) 
C 

where Rj   is the  "residue"  of f(z)   at the  jth singularity. 

The  "residue"  of a   function  f(z)   at  an isolated singularity 

ZQ   can be  defined  as  the coefficient  ax   in the power  series 

expansion 

OS OD 

f(z)   = I    (z  ."z^n    + bo   + I    V2  "  Zo)n  . (A-1.4) 
n=l n=l 

This expansion  is  called a   "Laurent's   series  of f(z)   about  ZQ". 

In applying  the  above  theorems   for  the evaluation of     P   #   we * n m 
must examine the   functions  in the  integrand     p' and the  location n m 
and  nature of their  singularities.    The   integrand    P' contains  square 

roots which are multiple-valued   functions  in the  complex plane.    We 

must  then define  single-valued   functions   in  the  region of  integration. 

To illustrate  the procedure   for defining a  single-valued  function 

i/a from a multiple-valued one,  we will study the square root  z '     as 

a  simple example of a bi-valued  function, 

A-2     STUDY OF THE  SQUARE ROOT w ■ z1^3 

1/2 The complex square root w = z '      is defined  in polar  coordinates as 

zi/a   m ri/a^p^j   m ri/^cos | + i ,in | ]   . (A-2,1) 
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If 6   in  equation   (A-2.1)   is   increased by 2n/   z1'3   assumes the 

negative  of  its original value.     To obtain all possible values of z1'8 

the argument  8  must be  increased by 4TT,   that  is,   the vector  shown in 

Figure A-2.1 must make two full circuits  in the  z-plane.    Hence,   the 
l/a square  root  z '     takes on two values at every point  in the z-plane. 

BRANCH LINE 

BRANCH POINT 

FIG. A-2.1    EXTENDED z-PLANE FOR z 1/2 

The  concept  of the Riemann  surface  allows   for  a  representation of 
i/a such multiple-valued  functions.     For  z '     the Riemann surface 

consists  of two  sheets,  Rj   and R3 ,   one  lying above  the other and 

each containing a  single value  of z1/a as shown in Figure A-2,2. 
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Rl UPPER 
RIEMANN SHEET 

R2 LOWER 
RIEMANN SHEET 

FIG. A-2.2   RIEMANN SURFACE FOR z 
1/2 

When the  point  z makes the  first  full circuit,   say  from -TT  to n,   the 

argument  0 = 9/2 has changed   from -TT/2  to ■MT/2 and  the  values of z1//a 

are obtained  from values of z  in the  first or top sheet Rx .    For  the 

second circuit  from e  » TT/2 to 3TT,   the values of the  square root z1'* 

are obtained   from values of z  in the  second or  lower  Riemann sheet R» 

The  transition from the top sheet  to the  lower  sheet takes place 

at the   "branch cut"  or   "branch  line" where the two sheets cross 

each other so that Rj   merges into Ra  and Ra   merges  into Rj ,  as 

illustrated   in Figure A-2.3 below. 

BRANCH CUT 

UPPER RIEMANN SHEET 

1 

R2- 

LOWER RIEMANN SHEET 

FIG. A-2.3   CROSSING OF THE RIEMANN SHEETS AT THE BRANCH LINE 
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i/a At the end of the  second  circuit the value of z        moves  from 

the  lower  sheet Ra  back  into the upper  sheet Ri ,     By this way an 
i/a analytic,   i.e.  a  single-valued,   function of z '     is defined  in each 

sheet except  for places where  the sheets cross each other namely on 

the branch cut. 

For the purpose of integrations,   the  path of integration and 

the branch line can be chosen  in such a way that a crossing of the 

branch  line can be avoided.    The  function then remains analytic.    The 

negative real axis  is  usually taken as the branch cut,  even though 

any ray originating at  z = 0 may be used.    The choice of the ray 

depends on the particular  problem under consideration.    However,   the 

end point of the branch cut   (z => 0 in our case)   is of special  signif- 

icance and cannot be  chosen arbitrarily.    The crossing of the two 

Riemann sheets at the branch cut ends at the poi it z = 0.    This point 

is  called the  "branch point"   and  it is common to both sheets.     That 

means that the "oots of z must have the  same value.    In our case 
i/a z '     = 0  is a  common root and  constitutes a branch point.    The 

other branch point  is z1'8  = • and it is  seen that the branch lir.e 

connects these two branch points. 

A-3     BRANCH CUTS  FOR THE MULTIPLE-VALUED FUNCTIONS  IN THE  INTEGRAND 
0F   r,P», n m 
Before the integral  for the step wave pressure response    P 

can be evaluated  using Cauchy's theorem,  branch cuts mutt be made 

for the multiple-valued  functions in the  integrand.    Brarch cuts 

must be made  for cr.   =   (ua  + c."3)1'8  for  i =  1,   2,   3,   4,   and 

y m {uara  + [T - d   (ex'8  + u3)1/8]8]1^.    The  function Ofg   is contained 

in the liquid bottom reflection coefficient K,   and the  functions cr» 

and a*     are contained  in the  rigid bottom K. 
A-6 
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Other  singularities of the  integrand which must be considered 

are  the  zeroes of the denominator of K and the  singularity at 

infinity.    The derivative  of the  integrand    P' at  infinity is not 

defined.    The nature of this singularity at  infinity will be  further 

examined when we study the  residues of the  integrand.    The singularities 

arising  from the zeroes of the denominator of K are  treated below. 

THE  SQUARE ROOTS   a. 

First we examine the  square  roots or..     Since the square roots 

for  i ■ 1,   2,   3,  and 4 are  of the  same  form,  we will  examine only 

«x   =   (ua  + cj"8)l/a.       Factoring ^   into  (u + ic1"
x)l/a(u - ici~l)l/B. 

it  is clear  that ai   is the  product of two  functions which have branch 

points at u =-ici ~x  and u = ici ~1   and at infinity.     In the  following 

discussion we  show that when these two factors are combined the 

branch cut can be made   from -ici       to ici ~I   along the  imaginary 

axis.    For this purpose we set u + ici"1  » ri   expCie^ )  and 

u -  icx ~1  ■ ra   exp(iea)   as  shown in Figure A-3.1.    Then o^   becomes 

1/8 ax   = [ra   exp(iÖx ) ]l/a[ra   expde»)]1/ 

- Vr» ra   exPC|   (ei   +68)] 

-V^Tr;   Ccos(e»   I e»)   + i  sin   (9>   | 9«)1. (A-3.1) 
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Re(u) 

FIG. A-3.1   THE SQUARE ROOTQ, = (u2 + c, "^ 1/2 

For  the  square  root   [ri   exp(iQ
1)11'2   make the branch  cut along 

the  ray Sj   =  -TT/2   from ici ~1   to infinity along the  negative  imaginary 

axis,   and  for   [ra   exp(i8a)]     a make  a  branch  cut along the  ray %z~-v/2 

from  -ici "1   to  infinity along the  negative  imaginary axis.     Hence we 

define the  principal branch   (first or  top sheet of the Riemann plane) 

of ori   as  follows: 

»i   is defined by equation  (A-3.1)   and  is  restricted  to the domain 

- j « Oi   < -y- »   - j * 9a   < ^- #   rx   >  0   ,   ra   > 0  #   r!   + ra   > 2cx "
1 . 

That   this branch  defines  an analytic   function except along  the cut 

from  -icx ~1   to  ici ~1   will  now be  shown. 

The  square  root ori   is analytic along  the positive  imaginary axis 

from ici~1   to infinity since  no branch  line   is crossed.     Along the 

negative  imaginary axis   from -icj ~1   to infinity,   a\   is analytic  since 
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both  [ri   expiiQi)']1'9  and  [r»   expliöa)]1       change  sign from VTJ   to 

- Vri   and   from -VFa   to - VF3  as the point crosses the axis.    The two 

sign changes cancel  leaving o^     continuous.     Along  the  interval 

- ici ~1   to icx ~x,   [rj   expdGj) ]1/SI  jumps   from VFi   to - Vr\   but 

[ra   expdöa)]1       is  continuous as the  point  z  crosses the   interval. 

Thus  al   is discontinuous  as z  crosses this   interval and  not analytic 

on it.    The square root »i   is then analytic everywhere 

except along the  line   from -icj ~1   to icx "1   which represents the branch 

cut. 

In a   similar manner  analytic branches  of a.,   1=2,   3,   4 can 

be  defined with branch cuts  from -ic  ~1   to  ic. ~1   along the  imaginary 

axis.     Then using equation   (A-3.1)   and  its  a.   counterparts  one can 

show that  on the  top sheets of the Riernann  planes   for cr.   the  square 

roots have   (1)   positive  real  parts  in the  right half of the  u-plane, 

(2)   negative real  parts  in the  left half plane,   (3)   positive  imaginary 

parts  in the  upper half plane  and,   (4)   negative  imaginary parts  in 

the   lower half plane. 

A-4     BRANCH  POINTS   OF   FUNCTION   y   =  {uara   +   [T   -  «3  «i I'r'8 

The branch points  of  -y are the roots  of  y3  =  0.    The  term y*   can 

be   factored  into 

Y     =   (T   -  orj d     -   iur) (T   -  cirx d     +  iur). (A-4.1) 

The solutions are then 

u = R "•C±iTr ± dm(T
a - d^R "V73]. (A-4.2) m m      *   m 
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With the  substitutions cos  i    = d /fc  ,   sin i    ■ x/R   ,  and T    ■ r/K m   mm     m   'm      m   'm 
the solutions can be written 

u - ± 1 T tin i ± (T» - cj"8)1/' cos i .       (A-4.3) m    m    m m 

Thus v has  four branch points compared to only two for o-x .     But 

branch cuts can be made  for v as  for ax   between branch points which 

are complex conjugates.    Two cuts are then necessary,  but because 

of the expression  (T*  - c1"
a)1/8,  different cuts are required 

depending on whether  T    < CI ~1   or  T    > ci "*.    These  two cases must m m 
be discussed separately. 

A-5 BRANCH CUTS FOR v WHEN T  < Cx "'1 1 m 
When T     < cx ~1   the  four zeroes  of v may be written m 

ux   = i   [-T  sin I    +   (cx""  -  T  8)l/a  cos   i ] (A-5.1) mm m m 

ux   =  i   CT  sin I    -   (cx"*   -  T  8)l/a  cos  X  1 (A-5.2) mm m m 

us  - 1  C-T  sin i    -   (cx"*  -  T a)l/>  cos  i] (A-5.3) mm m m 

^   -  i   [T  sin  t    +   (cx"a   -  T  ■)l/a  cos  1  ] (A-5.4) mm m m 

The branch cuts are  then made along  the  imaginary axis  from ux   to ui 

and  from us   to ua ,     Since  T > cx ~1d_,   or  T^ > Cx "1   cos  /_,   ux   and mm m 
uj  are below the real axis,  and  ux   and uj  are above the real axis. 

In order that  y be  positive  for  positive,  real u,  we define  y to have 

a positive real part right of the cut. 
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From equations   (A-5.3)   and   (A-5.4)   we  see that u*   and u^ 

are beyond the  Integration path  from ux   and  Uj on the  imaginary axis 

and cause no problem in the integral  for    P    when T    < cj''x . n m      m 

Before we can carry out the integration in this time range 

using real variables« wo must know whether v is real or imaginary 

between Uj and ui .  Consequently« we must also know whether 

-a \ i / 

is contained  in  y. 

ui I   < cj "1   or   |ui |   > Ci ~1   for Tm < ci "^   since erj   =  (u3  + ex"8)1'8 

A-6     Y IS REAL AND   | Ux |   < Cx "I   FOR  T     < Cx "1 

For  T     < Cx "1   the absolute value   I Ux I   =  T    sin i    -   (cx ~8  -  T8)1'8 

m mm m 
cos  X   / which increases as T    increases,   reaches a maximum at m m 
T    = Cx ~1.    The maximum   lux I   = Cx~1sin  i    is  less than or equal to m m 

cx ~1 .    Thus   |ux |   is always less than Cx "1   for  T    < Cx ~x . 

In order to show that  y is real   for   |ux |   < cx ~1,   make the change 

of variables u = ix and  w =  (cx ~8   - x8)1'8.    The  following expressions 

for the zeroes of y are  then obtained: 

«x   -  T    cos i    +  (cx"a   -  T 8)l/8  sin i (A-6.1) m m m m 

"*   =  T
n 

c°8 V "  ^i"  - \'>l/' "n  lm • (A-6-2' 

Thus  y is rerl when   (u> -  u)x)(u) -  uua)   ^  0,   or equivalently,   when 

au  ^  uüx   or  utf ^  09 .     It  can be  shown that  ux   and  Ux   correspond  to 

UJ =  uux .    Since   |x|   s   |ux j   < Cx "'1   on the  integration path  for 

T    < Ci ~1,   it  follows that  w » cux .    Therefore,   y is real  in the m * * 
time  range  T     < Cx ~1 . m 
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A-7     BRANCH  POINTS  OF   v WIIEN   T     >  c, "1 

When  T     > ci ~x   the  zeroes  of  \a  are as  follows; m * 

u>   "  -iTm sin  Am +   (Tma   - ^^^   cos   Xm   ' (A-7-1) 

uj   =  IT     sin  I    +   (T  
a   - C!-2)1/3  cos  l^   , (A-7.2) 

m nt in m 

ua   -  -IT     sin  I     -   (T  
a   -  cj"8^1^3   cos   i   , (A-7.3) ^ m mm* m 

u;   =  IT     sin  I     -   (T  
3   -  Ca"3)1/3  cos  I, (A-7.4) m m m m 

Since  T     sin  X    is  positive,   ui   and  u,   are respectively  in the 

fourth and   first  quadrants,   and  u«   and  u«   are  respectively  in the 

third  and  second  quadrants.     The  branch cuts are  then made   from 

Ui   to uj   and   from ua   to U3 .     In order  that the  real  part  of y be 

positive  on the   integration paths which are  left  of  the cut  from 

uj   to u^ ,  we define y to have a  positive real part  left of the cut 

from ui   to uj   and a negative real part right of the cut. 

A-8     THE   BRANCH   POINTS  OF   v   ON THE TOP  RIEMANN   SHEET  FOR   T     > Ci ~1 

To evaluate  the  integral   for     P     for  T    > CI ~1   by the  "method n m     m 

of residues", we must know which branch points of v are on the top 

sheet of the Riemann plane, that is, which branch points contribute 

to the integral. 

From equation (A-4.1) we may obtain the following solutions for 

T as a function of u when y  is zero: 

T = 01 d + iur (A-8.1) m 

T = o, d  - iur , (A-8.2) 1 m 
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where «x   -   (ua   + Cj"*)1/8. 

Since  the  integration in u  is  to be carried out on the Riemann 

sheet which corresponds to positive,   real time T,  we will show that 

the branch  points of y on the  top sheet are the limits  of integration 

Ux   and  uj .     This can be  seen by considering the  following paths 

for  u shown  in Figure A-8.1: 

1. The counterclockwise  infinite semicircle ABCDEA 

2. The counterclockwise  infinite  semicircle FGHIJF 

The paths along the  imaginary axis are allowed to become arbitrarily 

close to the axis and extend   from - » to + 00.    The points J and E 

approach,   respectively,  - • and  + » along the real axis. 

As u  traverses the above  paths,   t  from equations   (A-8.1)   and 

(A-8.2)   traverses,   respectively,   the paths  in Figure A-8.2 and 

Figure A-8.3 below.     The primed  letters represent the image  in the 

T-plane of the  corresponding unprimed  letters in the  u-plane. 

Between B' and c' and between H' and G',   t  is reel.     On the other 

parts of the paths  T  is complex.    The  shaded region enclosed by 

O'C'D'E'O'   in the  T-plane of Figure A-8.2  is the image  of the  fourth 

quadrant of the u-plane.    Similarly,   the  shaded region enclosed by 

O'E'A'B'O'   in the  T-plane of Figure A-8.3 is the image of the  first 

quadrant of the  u-plane.    Thus   for real  T > Ci^d    the  zeroes of m 
Y must be  in the right half of the  u-plane or along  the  imaginary 

axis.    Consequently,   the only branch points on the  top sheet of 

the Riemann plane when T > c» "XR    or  T    > Ci ~x  are the  integration mm * 
limits ux   and  uj .* 
♦T^e general method used here  to study the branch points of y is that used 

by Cagniard   [18] pp 65,66 to study his corresponding branch points for 

the problem in which both media  are  solids. 
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lm(u) 

Re(u) 

FIG. A-8.1   CONTOURS OF THE POINT u IN THE u-PLANt 
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i Im (T) 

O' = cl     dt.. 

R«{T) 

FIG.A-8.2    PATHOFT=a1dm+iur  INTHET-PUNE 

Re(T) 

FIG. A-8.3    PATH OF T=a1dm - Jur IN THE T-PLANE 
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A-9     v   IS  REAL FOR  T     > Ci "1   WHEN   |u|   < Ci "1 

In the  integration of    P     for  T    > CI ~1  bv the   "method of residues" n m m 
we must know the range over which y is real along the   imaginary 

axis.     Since ax   is imaginary  for   |u|   > Ci       making  y complex,   the 

range   |u|   & Ci       offers the only possibility  for real  \. 

Therefore consider Y along the imaginary axis with T    > ci "1 

and   |u|   s Ct ~   .    The change  of variables u * ix in equation  (A-4.1) 

requires that   for y to be real we must have 

^a   a  (T  - oid     + xr) (T  - orjd     -  xr)   > 0, (A-9.1) ' * *   m *   m 

and hence 

T-ofid    +xr>0 and  T-orid    -xr>0 1   m *   m 

or (A-9.2) 

T-ofid    4'xr<0andT-er1d    -xr<0. m m 

For |x| > 0 and |x|r > 0 the appropriate condition on T is then 

T - aid     -   Ixjr > 0 , (A-9.3) m 

or equivalently, 

T >  (cx"
a   - x8)l/8dm +  |x|r      . (A-9.4) 

The maximum value of «id    +   (xlr   for   |x|  < ci'*   is Ci ~1R_ which m m 
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occurs when   |x(   « Ci "x  r/R    < Cj ~x .    Hence y is real along the 

imaginary axis  for  T > ci~1R    or  T    > c» ~1  and   Ixl   < ci ~1 . J J. 'mm 11» 

This completes the study of the nultipIe-valMd functions and 

their singularities in p'. We now treat the singularities of n m 

P' at the zeroes of the denominator of the reflection coefficient n m 
K. 

A-10     SINGULARITIES  IN THE  REFLECTION  COEFFICIENT K 

The  reflection coefficient K  for  liquid and rigid bottoms are 

quite different and are to be treated  separately.     First,   the 

reflection coefficient  for a   liquid bottom equation   (1-7.8)   is 

K ■ S-r^- <»-10-1' 

The  singularity occurs  if «i   + bors   ■ 0,   that is  if oj   = -bora •    But 

from the above discussion we have  seen that   for  c given value of u 

the real and  imaginary parts of orj   and era   have  the  same  sign on the 

same sheet of the Riemann plane; hence,   erx   ■ -bora   is  impossible if 

«1   and Qr8   are restricted to the  same Riemann sheets.    Thus a   liquid 

bottom K hae no singularities on the  top sheet  in which the 

integration is performed.    We  therefore conclude that the  integrand 

of    P    for a  liquid bottom is analytic everywhere except, on the n m 
branch cuts and  at  infinity. 

The  reflection coefficient  for a  rigid bottom is 

K  =  gL^i   +Ci-!?!   =  4u>ft*j   -  **«   C*I!   . (A-10.2) 
«iL(2u    + C4     )     - 4u*eraO'4J  + b««   C4   * 

The denominator  of K has zeroes  ±ik called Stonley poles which can 
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be   found  numerically.     It has been shown by Spencer  [14]  that  the 

Stonley poles are beyond the branch points  iic» ~1,   ±icj ~1,   and 

*ic»"x   on the imaginary axis of the u-plane and also that  ±ik are 

the  only poles on the  top sheet of the Riemann plane.    Further 

references to the Stonley poles are made in Section 3-7 of tha 

text. 

We have  now completed the discussion of the  singularities 

in the  integrand of    P   .    The  integration can be performed  if the 

paths are  chosen to avoid the branch cuts.     In the  next: section an 

appropriate  integration path is discussed which can be  used to reduce 

the complex integral to a real  integral. 

A-Il     THE METHOD OF  RESIDUES   IN EVALUATING  INTEGRALS 

The application of the  "method of residue"  to evaluate an 

integral  in the complex plane can be best explained by an example. 

The  problem of evaluating the rigid bottom integral  for    P 

when T > ci ~1  R    is appropriate.    The  integration paths used are 

shown in  figure A-ll.l below.    The original  integration path is 

shown as the curve  uiAui .    Denote the  integrand of    P    as    P'   . • n m n m 
From equation  (1-11.16)   the  integrand  is 

n-Kn      „n 
n m TT i or j Y 
,. i^rz: a£ . (A.n.D 

Since  u,   ori ,   os ,   »4,   and K    are the same on path u^Au^as on ux Buj 

and  since  v has opposite  signs on these paths,  we can write 

„Pm - I I»   nPm du- lA-11-2' 
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i lm(u) 

Re(u) 

FIG. A-ll.l    PATH OF INTLGRATION IN THE u-PLANE FOR A RIGID BOTTOM 
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The io and similar symbols placed on the integral sign denote 

the path of integration. 

The integration path shown in Figure A-11,1 above is composed 

of the following parts:  the branch line paths I« and 2* , the small 

circles 1+   ane I« around the Stonley poles, the paths I.   for 

j = 1 - 8 , and the large circle Li   which encloses the other p^ths. 

This total path does not include any singularities in its interior 

and hence by Cauchy's theorem the integral of P' over this path is 

zero. 

In the limiting process the paths ii and i8 , is and l4 ,  etc., 

approach the same path and hence the integrals along these paths 

cancel in pairs.  Paths S* , £* and 2« then become closed circles. 

In paths Ig and L« the vertical parts are allowed to become arbitrarily 

close to the branch cuts but do not approach the same path as with 

the I.  because the multiple-valued functions change signs discontinuously 

as the branch lines are crossed. The curved end paths of ^g and 2« 

reduce to the points C, D, A, and B at the end of the vertical 

paths. It can be shown that the integrals are convergent on these 

paths and hence c&n  be carried between the branch points. 

The integration over the above path then reduces to the 

following: 

L   J^ du + Ja P'du + L P'du + L p'du + |B P'du - 0.    (A-11.3) 

Hence we can write 

(A-11.4) 
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Path  Li   is allowed  to have  an infinite radius  and   is  said  to 

"enclose"   the singularity at   infinity.     Similarly,   paths  S4   and 

^B   enclose  the Stonley poles  ±ik.    Applying  the residue theorem, 

we  obtain 

P    =  -TTi [R     -   (R.,   + R       )1  _ i L     P' du, (A-11.5) n m L •        v   ik -ik   J       2  J^   n m 

where R^, R., , and R .. are the residues of p' at ", ik, and -ik •   ik      -ik n m 

respectively. The negative sign immediately before (Rik + R ik) 

appears because the contours £4 and I« are taken in the negative 

(clockwise) direction. 

Using the method of residues,  P can then be evaluated when 
n m 

the residues Rw, R^, and R ., and the branch line integral on YQ 

are known.  For a liquid bottom the Stonley poles do not exist so 

the problem reduces to finding R^ and the integral on £3.  The 

residues for both liquid and rigid bottoms are derived in the next 

section.  The branch line integral for a liquid bottom is discussed 

in Chapter II, and the branch line integral for a rigid bottom is 

discussed in Chapter IV.  These integrals are complicated and have 

different expressions depending on the relative sizes of the velocities 

Ci and ca in a liquid bottom and Ci # Cg,   and C4 in a rigid bottom. 

A-12 RESIDUE  AT INFINITY 

To obtain the residue R^ of P at infinity the integrand of • n m J ' 
equation   (1-11.14),   namely 

,   .» n+m Kn 

n^m "      vi  ^[uV   +   (T   - d ox)*]1^   ' (A-12.1) 
* m * 
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must be   expanded    in a Laurent's  series about u = •.     After dividing 

numerator  and  denominator  of equation   (A-12,1)   by ua   ar>d  substituting 

z  =  1/u,   the  integrand becomes 

(A-12.2) 

P'(2) . Liii^s {      i:K(z)in i   ^    \ n * "i       X{i+zacl -
a)l/a P+CTT^JT«

5
^-»^/»^y/tr 

Expansion of each expression  in a Taylor's series about 2=0 yields 

OB 

[K(z=0)+ E a.   z3!11 

.   ,» n+m •   i   D 
P'(2)  = lzliri—

E —^T » r- • (A-12.3) 
n+m 

n'm^^   -    "ifT [1+  E b     ZD][R + lc     zD] 
j-1   ^ m j=l  ^ 

Multiplying the two series in the denominator and dividing their 

product  into the  series  for Kn
f  we obtain 

„">)   - -^^T-^ (A" CKU=0nn +   I A     z3}   , (A-12.4) 

or 

,   nn+m   ÄKW\n/R *    A.   . 

n m TTi       1 u "   «3 
J-2 u 

The residue is  then* 

n+m 
R. =  -  {^"^ R     TKC)]11}   . (A-12.6) 

m 
*An explanation of the  negative  sign in the residue R^  is given by 

E.  J.  Townsend  in reference  [19],   page  286. 
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For a  liquid bottom comparison with equation  (1-7.8)   shows 

that 

n r-l y.-lTl 
lim Kn m  lim .^   - baa I    = r^bl (A-12.7) 

where the limit was taken directly after dividing numerator and 

denominator by u.     Thus,   for a  liquid bottom 

R. - - H&rr- [r-rsT • (A-12-8) 

For a rigid bottom L'Hopital's rule must be applied.     The result 

is as  follows: 

[KC)]n  = ^Kn (A-12.9) 

M~,  rT~ (numerator  of K)     ^n lim   lau 1 , 

u-«   Id    (denominator of K) 
du 

Thus  for a rigid bottom we obtain 

R- -  -ffilT-   • (A-12.10) 
m 

A-13  STONLEY POLE RESIDUES FOR n ■ 1 

It can be shown that 

zi?ik (z *ik)nKn 

is  finite whereas 
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ii;ik (z ± ik)" Kn 

is Infinite for m < n. The Stonley poles are then poles of order 

n. 

For n = 1 the Stonley poles are simple poles and may be 

evaluated as follows: 

Rik - i-Tk iu - "»n*;-and R-ik - iüik (»+ ik>„^ • f*-13-1' 

It will be seen later that R.. ■ R_iv 80 that we need only evaluate 

Rik- 
The rigid bottom reflection coefficient is 

K . stiXUa! t-stl!^ = 4u!*'0f«3 - b0f« s^ .        (A-13.2) 
e1[(2u8   + C4   ■)■   - 4u,cri0f4]  + bor»   C4   * 

Let K - A/B where A and B are respectively the  numerator and 

denominator of K.    Then 

1 (A-13.3) 

R /lim     ^T  (-l)"'*'1 A JUlim    u(u -  ik)! 
Kik ^ lu-ik  [u^d-'lVnu^' + CT-d^)']1/8^"11' B J* 

Denote the  first limit of R,,   by Li  and the second limit by La . 

The limit Li   is straightforward and becomes 

^   -      nt (A-13.4) 

(c.-'-k^^'rCc.-'^k^'^k'Cc.-'-k^^'Cc.^-k^^'l-bCc-'-k3)1/8^-4 

(d-'-k^V^-k'r'+T'^td   (cx"»-k»)1/»4d •(c1-
,-k8)]1/» m m 
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Using the Rosenbaum substitutions gj   =  (ka  - Ci"8)1'8,   ga   =  (k8  - c«-8)     ? 

g4  ■  (ka   - c*"8)1     ,   T    = T/R  ,  and cos I    ■ d /R  ,  we have rn     m m   m m 

-a 

Substituting a = T 
8 - (k8 - c» ~8 cos8 i )   and f = 4T 8gi 8COS8/ m m mm 

and removing the complex square root   from the denominator,  Lj 

becomes 

m gi (a" + f) 

Looking ahead, La will be imaginary; hence, only the imaginary part 

of (a + i>/f)  8 gives a real contribution to P .  Using the n m 
definition of a  complex square root and using the half-angle   formula 

for a positive sine,  we obtain 
(A-13.7) 

4(-l)^ W^ - ^V^Wj  - IjfeKg [(a%f)-/8-a1^8} 
1   "      "    Rm g^a'+f)1/8 

From equation  (A-13.3),  we can write the second  limit as 

. lim     u(u   -  ik) /a   i -a  Q\ 
^   " u-ik ^[(2^   J c*-3)^   - 4uaor,a4]   I b«.   c*^ *       (A-13•8, 

Since ik is a root of the numerator and denominator, Ls   is of the 

indeterminant   form 0/0.    Applying L'Hopital's rule, we obtain 

. lim    f(u)        lim    f'Cu) /a  T> Q\ La   " u-ik gTuT "  u-ik VTST ' (A-13.9) 
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L,   =   Jijk (A-13.10) 

 2u  -   ik  

ü-[(2u8
+c4-

a)a-4uaa,a4l+ai{8u(2ua-K:4-
a)-8ua3a4-4u3(2*. + **-)]+ ^r/ 

on v CTf Qr4   j      erg   c4 * 

After carrying out the limit and substituting gj , ga , and g4 , we 

find 

L, = (A-13.)l) 

Now since  the   factor k can be  cancelled  from numerator and 

denominator   of La   leaving  both L*   and  L8   functions only of ka ,  we 

have R   ..   ■ R., . -ik ik 

Combining equations (A-13.7) and (A-13,11) yields 

(A-13.12) 

OR       , lis .  /   nin+1  i^*    /(aa-hf)l/a   - a]i/« P 
ik "    TTi  "   {-X) TTRgjl        aa+f       J        1      ' Rik + R-ik m 

where 

r {A-13.13) 

giii5*^- -Ha)8-va9sg4l-bg3/(4 c4"
4) 

1^ -k-r-k-gs^l-g,^^ - k-)+2g3g4+ka(^ + ^)]^^r 
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Thus we have obtained the Stonley pole residue. The expression for 

P can then be evaluated using the "method of residues".  The branch 

line integrals and the complete solutions for n ■ 1 are obtained in 

Chapters II and IV.  Because of the complexity of the Stonley pole 

residue, evaluation of P lor a rigid bottom when n > 1 using the 

"method of residues" is impractical.  The method described in 

Chapter V which uses complex computer arithmetic must then be used. 
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APPENDIX    B 

CHARACTERISTIC TIMES   IN  REFLECTION  PROBLEMS 

B-l     INTRODUCTION 

Many important  features of the bottom reflection process are 

described  simply and adequately by plane wave theory.     The characteristic 

times of the  reflection problem are among these.     Snay   [20] has 

given a discussion on the elements of the reflection process,  and 

a   few of his points are briefly treated here.    The reader is 

referred  to Snay's paper  for   further details.    For  simplicity our 

discussion  is  limited to a   liquid  bottom,  but the  results are also 

applicable  to a   rigid bottom.    The  discussion in Appendix E on the 

reflection coefficient gives   further   insight  into the  reflection 

process. 

In the  plane wave  theory two types  of reflection are distinguished: 

(a)   regular  or  undercritical reflection and   (b)   total or supercritical 

reflection.     These  types of reflection depend  on the  angle  of incidence 

Qi   and  the  angle  of refraction or  transmission 83 .     The  angle of 

reflection  is  the  same as the  incident angle.    The  angles are determined 

by rays  perpendicular to the  plane wave   fronts as  shown  in Figure 

B-l.l below.     The angles  9}   and   Ba   are  related by Snell's law 

sin  9,   " c,   * (B-l.l) 
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FIG. B-1J    PLANE  WAVE REFLECTION ANGLES 

Assuming that  Ct   > Cs    ,   then the refracted angle  63  will be 

larger  than the  incident angle 9i .    When  63   =  90° ,   the refracted 

ray  lies  along  the   interface  and  no transmission  takes place   into 

the  lower  medium.     The  corresponding incident  angle  is called  the 

critical angle,   9   , c 

6     = arcsin  (Ci/ca ) . c (B-1.2) 

For incident angles less than 0 . undercritical reflection, an 

incident pressure history P(t) has a reflection K*P(t) and a 

refracted wave WP(t) which have the ■am« «hap« as the incident wave. The 

expressions K and W are respectively the time independent reflection 

and refraction coefficients. The incident energy is then divided 

between the reflected and transmitted waves. 

For incident angles greater than 8 , supercritical reflection, 

the refracted wave travela along the interface with the velocity 

B-2 
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of the bottom.    The refracted energy is then returned  to the  first 

medium so that there is no energy transmitted  into the bottom - hence 

the expression "total reflection" .    In this case the reflected wave 

is  not  an  image of the  incident wave P(t)   but  is  P(t  + T ),   the 
9 

reflection coefficient being  1,    The time T    is  the phase shift and 

is related to the angle of phase  shift $ described  in Appendix E. 

The  supercritically refracted wave is called the  "precursor" 

since  it arrives before the main reflected wave.     Plane wave theory 

predicts an infinitely long precursor,  but ray theory is useful 

in describing the precursor path and arrival time  for a  spherical 

wave  and   is  used  in Section B-2 below. 

The   figures B-1.2 and B-1.3 below are  examples of  the pressure 

history   in which both the  receiver and the exponentially decaying 

source  are  in the  first medium.    The second medium or  bottom is a 

non-rigid material  for which  Ca   >  Ci .    The  curve of Figure B-1.2 

represents undercritical reflection,  and the curve of Figure B-1.3 

represents supercritical reflection. 

In the regular or  undercritical reflection the direct wave 

arrives   first   followed by the  reflected wave which  is an image of 

the direct wave.    There is no precursor. 

REFLECTED 
ARRIVAL 

FIG. B-1.2    UNDERCRITICAL REFLECTION 
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DIRECT 
ARRIVAL 

MAIN 
REFLECTED 

ARRIVAL 

PRECURSOR 
ARRIVAL 

FIG. B-l .3   SUPERCRITICAL REFLECTION 

In the supercritical case illustrated above the precursor arrives 

first   followed by  the direct wave and then the main reflection. 

In other cases the direct wave might arrive before the precursor, 

but  in any case  the  precursor arrives before the main reflection.    The 

■hap« of the reflected wave is different from that of the direct wave. 

B-2     ARRIVAL TIMES  OF  DIRECT WAVE AND  SIMPLE REFLECTION 

In Figure B-2.1 below representative  paths are shown  for the 

direct wave,   the main or simple reflection,  and the precursor.     From 

this diagram the derivation of the  arrival times of the direct wave 

and the main reflection are trivial.    They are  as  follows:     The 

direct wave arrival time  is 

Tn = d "1   R # (B-2.1) 

whe re R =  (za  + ra)1/a.    The arrival time of the main reflection is 

-i i^x   =  Cx        JRJ (B-2.2) 
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where j Rj   = [(2h - z)3  + r3]1'3. 

SOURCE (0,0) 
DIRECT WAVE RECEIVER  (oz) 

FIG. B-2.1    PATHS OF WAVES WITHOUT SURFACE REFLECTION 

In the spherical wave problem the arrival time of the main 

reflected wave   (n,m)   is  similarly 

nTm " c* -1   nRm    ' (B-2.3) 

where    R    =  (  d»     + ra)l/a. n m n m ' 
The peak of the main reflection occurs  at the instant the wave 

arrives at time  T = ci "1     R  .     The pressure     P    at  T s= Ci ~1     R nm nm *nm 

cannot be  obtained directly  from the equations of Chapters II,   IV, 

and V,   but must be  obtained  from equation   (1-11.14)   by a  limiting 

process as  T -• ci ~1     R     .     It has been shown   (for example  see Towns c n m 
[21]) that   for an angle of incidence e  less than the critical angle 

ec the peak of ^ (in the units used  in this paper)   is given by 
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nP
W   "   KynRn,   at    T   =   Cx'1       R       , (B-2.4) n in p n m n m 

where K is the plane wave reflection coefficient given by equations 

(E-4) and (E-8) .  But for angles of incidence above critical,  P n m 
tends logarithmically to infinity aa T " ci~l    R  . 

The arrival time of the precursor  is more complicated than 

those of the direct wave and the main reflection and  is thus  treated 

in more detail below. 

B-3    ARRIVAL  TIME OF  THE   PRECURSOR FROM RAY THEORY 

Using ray theory the wave which we call the precursor can be 

visualized   (see Figure B-2.1)   as composed  of rays which have   incident 

angles 8    between 0     and 9.    These waves  travel along the  interface p c 
with the velocity ca   of the bottom and  finally leave  the bottom 

at the angle  6   . 
P 

For the case Cj > c« there is no real critical angle and no 

precursor. A wave traveling along the interface with the slower 

velocity of the bottom arrives after  the  simple reflection. 

The path of the  precursor wave  shown  in Figure B-2.1 corresponds 

to the precursor wave n » m = 1 of our spherical wave  solution.    The 

first response of the precursor travels along the path with incident 

angle 9   .    The arrival time  6 = l öj   of the precursor wave   for n = m = 1 

is then 

6  = ci ~1   (Xi    +  Xa)   + Ca^Xa. (B-3.1) 
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From Snell's lav we have sin  9    - ex/c»   - o»    /at     t hence 

-a% i/a /     -i cos  eo .  (ci   "   - c8   
i')1/-/cl   '. (B-3.2) 

Now  xi =h  sec  9   ,   Xa =r-h  tan 9   -(h-z)   tan 9   ,   and xa^Ch-z;   «ec 9   .     Then c c c c 

6  - ci"1(2h -  z)   sec 9     + c9'
lix -   (2h - z)   tan  9   ].     (B-3.3) 

c c 

Substitution of expressions  for  sec  9     and  tan 9    yields c c 

6 - ^2h; ^T» * c'"[r - \2h-' z'c,:^/. ]    (B-3-4) 
\Ci        - ca     )   / L (ci        - ca     )   /     J 

6  =  r  Ca"X   +   (2h  -  z) (ex ■8   -  c8"
s)l/3. (B-3.5) 

In this spherical wave notation the height from the image source 

to the receiver is i dj = 2h - z so that x Rj ■ (xdx* + r8)1'* 

and 

6 = r ca-1 +xdi (ex "a - c,"a)l/a. (B-3.6) 

With sin I    = r/xRx ,   cos   I    = i dx/x Rx .   and  6     =  6/x Rx   we  can write 

6m = c, ^   sin Xm +  (ex""   -  c8   3)l/a  cos  lm, (B-3.7) 

The  above equations  give   6   for  the pressure  response x Pi •     The 

precursor arrival time     6    for    P    can similarly be derived using * n m    n m J ' 
ray theory and can be written 
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A"1 =•"' +ndn, ^"  -^"V7'- tB-3.8) 

The above derivation of  6 uses only geometrical ray considerations. n m u 

We will  show below that  the   same  equation is obtained   from equation 

(1-11,14)   for    P   .     Hence  geometrical  ray theory  correctly determines n m 

the arrival  times  of not only the  direct wave  and  the main reflection, 

but  also  the  precursor. 

B-4     ARRIVAL  TIME   OF  THE   PRECURSOR  FROM THE  EQUATION   FOR     P n m 

Aside   from ray theory,   the  arrival  time     6     is   interpreted '•     - n m        ^ 

as the time for which P  first becomes non-zero.  Since ray theory n m 

predicts   there   is  no precursor   if ci   > eg ,  we will   first assume  that 

c»   >  ci   and  also that  T  <  c» ~1   R    and  Ca ~1   <   I u, I   <  Ci ~1 .     The nm i   • » • 

integration path  is then that  shown  in Figure B-4.1 below.     The 

placing  of  uj   below the  real  axis and m   above   the  real axis can 

be  shpwn  to be correct by using  the  result that     P    =0  for J ^ n m 

f  < ci ~x   d   .     The  choice  of   |ux I   < Ci ~1   is not  arbitrary.     In n m 

Appendix A  it  is  shown that when  T  < Ci ~1   R    then   | ui |   < Cj ~l. 

It must be  remembered   that   ±ici~1   and  ±ica~x   are  respectively 

branch  points of ori   =   (u8   +  ci~a)     a   and  aa   =   (ua   + Ca~a)     a. 

Also  uj   and   Uj   are  branch  points of  v  = \uara   +  [T   -  n
d

m(ci ~a   + ua)"]aj   . 

When  T   < ci ~1     R    the   square  root   (T  - ci"1     R  )     a   is  imaginary *nm ^ ^nm ^J 

so that   ui   and  Uj   are also   imaginary.     Thus  the   integration path  is 

taken arbitrarily close  to  the   imaginary axis  in the  right half 

plane.     The  end  points  uj   and  Uj   are   singularities  of the   integrand, 

v being  zero at  these points.     However,   the  integral converges and 

the  integration can be carried   from ui   to Uj . 
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Mu) 

FIG. B-4.1    INTEGRATION PATH IN THE u-PLANE FOR 

T<c1"
1
nRmAND c2   >c1 

As  the  path approaches the   imaginary axis,   the  end   paths vanish 

and make  no contribution to the   integral.     The square  roots orj ,   <*a , 

and  Y are  all  real and  positive  on paths   (2)   and   (3)   since   |u|   * cx~l 

and   |u|   s  c»"1.     The  change  in variables  u =  ix,   for  real  x,   in 

equation   (l-m4)   for     P    yields   for   the  contribution I   along n m 
paths   (2)   and   (3) 

(B-4.1) 
-i 

i = -(-i)n+in hr fC" .l^-1 <-^^+(T-n
d

m^)8] 
-i/a 

TTl    J dx, 
-Ca 

where erj ,   a8 ,   K   ,   and   v are  now real   functions of x*,     The  integral 

is a  real   function of  x2   only and   is  then  zero between  the  limits 

-Ca-1  and  ca ~1 .     A non-zero    P    can then result only   from the n m * 
contributions  of paths   (1)   and'   (4) .     When Cj   > Ct   we  have   |uj I   < c« 

and hence     P    =  0  for  all T < ci ~1   R   . n m n m 

B-9 
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From the above conclusions we can now determine  6 .  For n m 
ci   > Ca   the pressure     P    can be  non-zero only  if T  2: ci ~1   R  , *r nm * *nm 
Thus  for  this case     6    • Ci "'x  R    and there  is no precursor.     For n m *     n m F 

C\   < ca   the pressure  can be non-zero only if   lu» I  > Ca~x.    Thus 

6     is the time  T   for which   \ui\   = Ca~1 .    Using equation   (1-10,2) 

which defines  ux   and  replacing  T by     6     in   |ui |   yields 

R"a   f   6     r   -    d   (d"2  Ra   -     6  V/2] = c,'1. (B-4.2) nmLnm nm1nmnm J        * 

Solving   for     6   ,   we  get n m 

-1   M    A   i~. -a   _   „   -a\i/a 
n6™-1 ■=•       +ndn,(c'        " c'     >        • <B-4-3' 

Thus the  same precursor arrival time     5     is obtained  from ray theory n m 

as from the spherical wave relection theory. 

Above we made no mention of the critical angle of incidence e  , c 
hence we must determine  its meaning  in     6   . n m 

The  angle  of  incidence  8  of the  main reflected  ray  is  given by 

0  » arcsin  (r/ R ) .    when 0  = ft    we have sin 8  = c* /ca   and     6 'nm c »'• nm 

reduces to    6    = ci ~x   R    the arrival time of the main reflection, n m *     n m 
Hence,   if G   is  less than 6   ,   the critically refracted wav^ arrives c 
after  the main reflection. 

Summarizing our results,  the arrival  time     6    of the   first J n m 

arriving wave can be expressed by the following equations: 

6 - r ca"1 + d (d-8 - Ca"3)x/2 for ft s Q (B-4.4) n m n m c 
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and 

6 
n m - c, 

-i R for e < e , n m        c (B-4.5) 

The above equation is also valid for a rigid bottom where there 

is an additional precursor wave, the shear precursor. This wave is 

similar to the above precursor except it propagates along the 

interface as a shear wave with velocity c« . The critical angle for 

the shear wave and the arrival time of the shear precursor are obtained 

by replacing C| by c4 in the appropriate expressions. 

A typical pressure history for an exponentially decaying pulse 

measured and produced in a liquid layer over a rigid bottom is 

shown below in Figure B-4.2. The case shown is for Ca > c« > ci 

and for supercritical reflection of both sound and shear waves, 

where c3 denotes the sound velocity in the rigid bottom. 

Q. 

DIRECT 
ARRIVAL 

SHEAR 
'RECURSOR 
ARRIVAL 

PRECURSOR 
ARRIVAL 

MAIN 
REFLECTION 

ARRIVAL 

FIG. B-4.2   RIGID BOTTOM SUPERCRITICAL REFLECTION 
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The main reflection is negative for this case. This inversion 

of the peak results when the phase shift 0 has values above 180 . 

Above, we have determined the arrival times of the direct 

wave, precursor waves, and the simple reflection. These times are 

the characteristic times of the reflection problem and are important 

considerations when a pressure-time history is constructed. 
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APPENDIX C 

REPLACING THE INTEGRATION PATH C  IN THE COMPLEX w 
T-PLANE BY A PATH ALONG THE REAL AXIS 

In Section 1-8 after the change in integration variable from 

u to T it was stated that the integration path can be taken along 

the real axis. But the change of variables (u, T) does not lead 

directly to this path, and it is the object of this appendix to 

show that the value of the integral is unchanged under this change 

of path. 

The change in variables from u to r at constant w is defined 

in Section 1-8 by the equation (1-8.1)» namely 

T « ain
ä

m  + iur cos w' (C-l) 

where «| » (ua + Cx"8)1^. The integral in equation (1-7,5) becomes 

es 

nPm - (-l)n^e{i J" 2 [jw uar^f^ exp(-sT)dT] dw}. (C-2) 
0      Cx"1 d *  n m 

In this equation T is a complex variable, and the integration 

is carried out on the path C , the exact path depending on w.  The 

path C is shown in Figure C-l as the heavy line which begins at the 

point T = ci ~1 d  on the real axis and extends to infinity in the n m 

first quadrant.* The letters A and B denote points at infinity. 

*For further discussion on these integration paths see Cagniard [22], 
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We  propose  to use Cauchy's theorem to make  the  path change. 

Thus we must know the nature and location of the singularities of 

the integrand.    Before working with the path C   ,  we muMi; then 

examine  the partial derivative   (au/a-r)     for singularities. 

-Tc -1 d     ndm    T* 

FIG. C-l    INTEGRATION PATH IN THE T-PLANE 

From equation  (C-l)  we obtain the partial derivative 

/ öuv r • /    Tx 

^     " Lir C08 w + undm/ai J    • w 
(C-3) 

After eliminating u,  we obtain 

(—) 

i/a 

w 

T d -fir cos w [T  -CI   * ( d'+r cos w) ] 

[nd; + r-cos^wlLT^d^C^ + r3cos8w)]V3 (C-4) 

The partial derivative  (du/at)     i« finite on C    for all w except 

w ■ n/2.    When w ■ TT/2 the partial derivative approaches infinity 
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at  T  = ci ~1   d   ,     But the  integrand  remains  finite  since at these n m 
values of  T  and w,   u  is zero and  the  limit    .1"1       -i    . ' "(—•)    i 

T   *•  Cl uL       OT       J 1     n m w 
is  finite. 

It  is very difficult  to  integrate  along the path C   ;  hence  the 

shift of the   integration to the  real axis  is necessary.     The  shift 

can be  performed  using Cauchy's  theorem if we close  the path C 

with the   infinite  arc A B and  the  path B   T0  D along the real axis. 

The  square  roots  in   (?IU/^T)     can be made analytic by making a  branch 

cut  from -TQ   to T0   along the real axis,   where  T0   = ci ~1 ^n^m + r-c08aw) 

The  integration path  from T0   to D is then taken above,   but  infinitely 

near,   the  cut.     The  integrand,   then,   lias  no singularities within 

or on the  closed path DABT0D.     If we denote the  integrand by  f(T), 

then by Cauchy's theorem we  obtain 

.B -D 
f(T)dT + J 

A "'S 
& f(T)dT =  Jw f(T)dT + j   f(T)dT + J   f(T)dT = 0.   (C-5) 

DABT00 

The arc A B at infinity makes no contribution since the integrand is 

identically zero there. Then the integrals reduce to 

fw f(T)dT - - J      n m f(T)dT = j    i      f(T)dT.    (C-6) 
Cl  ndm 

The integration for P is now performed along the real axis, * n m * 

and equation (C-2) reduces to 

A •  «-»"Mir72!" -. , -'"^'Iv)  exp(-.T)dTdw}.  (C-7) o  ci  „d w n m 
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This is the desired equation since it allows us to identify the 

second integral as a one sided Laplace transform. 
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APPENDIX    D 

CONVOLUTION  INTEGRAL  FOR A  STEP WAVE  SOURCE 

The convolution  integral which allows   us to obtain pressure-time 

histories   from  step wave  solutions can be derived   from the convolution 

integral  theorem of Laplace  transforms.    This theorem states:     If 

q,   1,   and ^ are  the Laplace  transforms with respect  to  T  of the 

functions q,   f,   and g  such  that »J =   f  •   g,   then we have 

q - v     f(v)g(T  - v)dv - J     f(T   - v)g(v)dv. (D-l) 

The  transform P.   of the pressure response P.   to an arbitrary 

d source  P,  = F(T   - cj~1R)/R can be  expressed 

Pi  = sF(s)   Ai(r,z,s) . (D-2) 

where A.(r,z,s) is a solution of the transformed wave equation (1-3.4). 

The advantage of writing P. in this form can be seen by employing 

the convolution theorem. The expression sF(s) is the transform of 

the derivative F'CT) if F(0) = 0.  Thus the application of equation 

(D-l) yields 

r1 
P. = 

ft 
o 

. = i  F'(T - v) A.(r,z.v)dv. (D-3) 
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To  find  the  meaning  of A.(r,2,T),   set  F{T)     = H(T)   then the 

derivative is F '{T)   =  6(T),  where  M1")   is the Delta Function* defined 

6(T)   =0  for  T  ^ 0 and 

0D 

j        6(T)dT    =    1. 
0 

The  pressure response  P.   becomes 

Pi  = J     6(T  - v)   Ai(r#z,v)dv = Ai(r,2#T) . (D-4) 

The function A.(r,z,T) is thus the pressure response to a source 

H(T - Ci~1R)/R. The value of the substitution, equation (D-2), is 

evident. Once solutions A.(r,z#T) for a source P. = ri(T - ci"1R)/R 

have been obtained, then solutions for a source Fd = P(T - C|~
1R)/Ä 

can be obtained by using equation (D-3). 

As an example, consider the exponential pulse 

F(T - Cj^R) = POH(T - Cj^R) exp[-(T - Ot'1»)/!],    (D-5) 

where P0   is the peak pressure at unit distance  from the  origin and 

9   is the time decay constant.    Then we obtain 

F'(T  - v)   —!«• HIT  - v)   expC-(T  - v)/e]  + 6(T  - v)   Po  exp[-(T  - v)/e] 

♦Good discussions that make the delta   function plausible are given 

by Mackie  [23]  pp.   13,14 and Churchill  [24]  pp.   26,27. 
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and 

(D-7) 

P^T)   = Po{Ai(r,z.T)   - i j     H(T  - v)   expr-(T  - v)/el Ai(r.z.v)dv}. 
o 

The  pressure-time history for an exponential pulse  source may then 

be obtained   from the  step wave solution. 

The  step wave  solution in the water Aj (r.z.f)   may be represented 

using  the  notation introduced  in Sections  l-4#   1-5,   and  1-6 as the 

following  sum: 

A1(r,z,T)   = 0P1   +0pa   +V      V    npro# (D_8) 

m=l  n=l 

where ©Pj   and oPa  are  respectively the  surface reflection and direct 

wave   for  the  step wave  source  and are derived  in Appendix F,    At 

any  time   T   only those     P     for which  T >     6     are  non-zero.    Applying J Jrnm nm rr u     ^ 

the  convolution  integral,   equation   (D-3),   to equation   (D-8),   we 

obtain  the  total  pressure  Pj (T)   in the water   for  a   source 

Pd  = F(T   -  C|'XR)/Ri 

4 oo 

Pi (T)    =  PS(T)    +  Pd(T)    +    ^      ^{ J     P'(T        v)nPin(v)dv},    (D-9) 
m-1  n=l      0 

where p and P, are respectively the surface reflection and the direct 

wave. Thus the solution in the water for an arbitrary source P, may 

be obtained from the sum of step wave solutions P . n m 
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APPENDIX    E 

THE  PLANE WAVE  REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 
IN THE SPHERICAL WAVE SOLUTION 

The reflection coefficient K obtained in the  spherical wave 

solution can be  identified as the plane wave reflection coefficient 

K    for  some values of the  integration variable u.     The rigid bottom 

reflection coefficient K,   equation  (3-6.2),   is 

K = ttl[(2u*   + cQ'   - 4u°«a««]   - bor,^"4 (E  „ 
ai[(2u3   + c*"3)8   - 4ui,asa4]  + baac*'4   * K       ' 

For a  liquid bottom 04=0,   and  ca   and ofa  replace  ca   and cr3 .    The 

above equation then reduces to the liquid bottom reflection coefficient 

K • 5|-r&- • <E-2> 

The variable u can be expressed 

u  =  icj '1   sin 9, (E-3) 

where 8 can be interpreted as the angle of incidence of a plane 

wave for imaginary u for which |u| < cj ~1. Substitution of this 

expression for u in K yields the plane wave reflection coefficient 

K which can be put in the following form given by Snay [20]: 

p   Kj + Ka + K3 ' ^ *; 
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where 

Ki   = cos 6   [1 - 2(c«/c1)
a   8in"9]* (E-5) 

KB   - 4(04/^ )3  8inae  cos  6 VI  -   (04/0! )asin89 {E-6) 

VI -  (ca/cj'sin8» 

Ks   -  (p^i/pac.)  VI -   (c»/ci)8sin*9   . (E-7) 

For a liquid bottom we have 04   = 0 and c»   = c» .    The above expression 

of K_ reduces to 
P 

*P - IS! \; a • iE-8' 

The plane wave reflection coefficient K    given by equations 

(E-4)   and   (E-8)   is real with absolute value less than one if 

9 < e_, - arcsin  (cx/c»).    For supercritical 9   (9  i 9    )   the 

reflection coefficient  is complex since the square root 

vl -   (c»/ci )8sin89     is imaginary.    The coefficient K    can then be 
XT 

represented in the complex plane as shown in Figure E-l below. 

The angle 0 is called the "phase shift"  and is defined by 

Im(K ) 
tan 0 » E- . (E-9) 

Re(Kp) 

The negative sign in the phase shift is chosen« when the square roots 

are taken to be positive« so that the plane wave solution will remain 

finite as the depth z below the source approaches infinity. 
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IMAGINARY AXIS 

•ilm(Kp) 

Re(Kp) 
REAL AXIS 

FIG. E-l    SUPERCRITICAL PLANE WAVE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 

For  a   liquid bottom when  9  i  (? the  absolute value or modulus cr 
of K  is one, and the phase shift increases from 0° at 9 = 6 p ^ cr 

to 180° at 9 « 90°.  However, for a rigid bottom a second critical 

angle, 6   = arcsin (01/04), which is greater than e„ affects the 

phase shift and modulus of K . For 9=6   the coefficient K p er p 
has a modulus of one and  a  zero phase  shift.     In the range  9       <  6  < 6       , F ^  cr       crs 
|K | < 1 and the phase shift takes on values 0 * 0*180°. When 

9 ^ 6^ . the modulus IK i is again one and the phase shift 0 increases crs ' p1    J * 
to a maximum value 180° < 0 _v < 360°.  Depending on the velocities 1X13 X 

of sound and shear propagation and densities of the two media, the 

phase shift 0 can increase to values well over 180° in contrast 

to the liquid bottom which has a phase shift of at most 180°. 

A simple interpretation of u in terms of ft can be made in the 

precursor integral for  P along the integration path shown in 

Figure 2-1.1.  From equations (1-11.16) and (2-1.5) the change of 

variables u = ix can be seen to yield the following form of the 

precursor integral: 
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• 

nm "iJ^-xofiv 

■^here ai ,   y,   and Kn 

d     (ci "8 R*   -  T*)1/a].    The change of variables x = Ci ~1   ain 9 

where crj ,   v,   and K    are now functions of x and   lui I   =    R~a   [tr - '       n m 

n m   ' *     n m 

yields 

A -1!" f<9'«- <E-U' 
cr 

where 61   ■ arcsin  (cj lux |).    The angle  81   increases  from I      when 

T =    t^f  the  arrival time of the  precursor,   to the  "incident angle" 

of the  spherical wave,   I    = arcsin(r/ R  )i when T = cj ~1   R  . m n m n m 

The spherical wave precursor integral can then be interpreted 

as follows:  The precursor wave is a superposition of rays with angles 

of incidence between e  and ©x ,  The angle 61 is the incident angle 

for the slowest ray path along which a wave can arrive at the receiver 

at time T.  AS T approaches Ci ~1 R , the band of rays in the *     n m 

precursor  integral takes on all values of 8 between S  and  i  . r p er     m 

The main reflection (T > ci"1 R ) does not lend itself to the n m 

simple interpretation used above  since  the relation between u and 

fi  requires complex values of 9, 

In summary,   the reflection coefficients K(u)   and K   (9)   are 

equivalent,   and the  spherical wave solution can be visualized as a 

superposition of plane waves with angles of incidence e which are 

real  for   T  < CI ~1   R    and complex  for  T   > ci ~1  R   . n m r i     n m 
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APPENDIX     F 

DIRECT WAVE AND SURFACE  REFLECTION 
FROM STEP WAVE  SOLUTIONS 

The  surface  reflection and the direct wave  for a   step wave  source 

are  respectively represented  in the general  solution    P    by the 

terms opi   an<3 opa   where 0di   and oda   are given by equations   (1-6.5) 

and   (1-6.6) .     Since  the exponent n on the  reflection coefficient K 

is zero,   the equation  (1-11.14)   for QP    reduces to 

oP    - 0 T  <    6 

u (F"1) 

oPm = -k^- / *   wl'1   t»'**  +   ^   - od «x)8]"1/8  du     T  >  n6 n\ TTi    j • m n m 

The waves oPm <3o not  impact on the bottom,  and  the  square roots 

era   or era   and 04   do not appear  in the  integrand.    The branch  line 

integrals between -ici ~1   and  ic» ~1   or between ux   and Uj   along the 

imaginary axis are zero.     Consequently,   oPm is zero for  T  < ci~loR  . 

The solution nP     for  T > ci~1oR    is easily obtained using the m m 

"method of residues" explained in Appendix A.  Equation (A-11.5) 

expresses P as the sum of a branch line integral, and contributions ^      n m 

from the Stonley poles and the pole at infinity.  In the present 

case, 0P , the reflection coefficient is K0 = 1. Since the square m 

roots crx , era < and »4 are not contained in K0 , the branch line 

integral is zero and there are no Stonley poles. Hence, the only 

contribution to oPm comes from the singularity at infinity, and we 
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can write 

oP=0 T«CioR 

oP    =  - ni R T  > Cj ~1   oR 

(F-2) 

Since K0   = 1  in the  integrand  of oP   #   the residue at infinity Rc 

given by equation  (A-12.8)   or by equation  (A~12.10)   reduces to 

-(-l)m 

TTi   0Rm 
(F-3) 

The  solution  for QP- is then 
in 

CP    - 0 T < ci "1  oRm 

0^ = ^ T>cl-
ioRm. 

oRm 

(F-4) 

The  term oPa   is identified as  the direct wave and  can be 

written 

Pa   -  P.   - H(T  - cx"x   R)/R   , (F-5) o^   -  ''A 

where H is the Heaviside step function and R = oRa = (za + ra)1/a. 

The above equation for P. is identical to equation (1-4.11). Thus 

the variable  T  defined by equation   (1-8.1)   is  indeed  the time  T. 
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